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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this thesis is to present the. 

logical proofs given in support of the omniscience (Sarva-

jnata) of the Buddha by the later Buddhist philosophers: 

Santarak~ita, and Kamala~rla, who lived in the eighth cen

tury A.D. and "'Those wri tings represent the last phase of 

Indian Buddhism. Emphasis will be laid primarily on 
I 1_ 
Santarak~itats Tattvasangrah~ and on Kamalasilats comment-

ary entitled ~~j)~ on it. 

In Indian ,philosophy, logical argument was a commonly 

accepted method uSed to defend a religio-philosophical con

cept already acceJ?ted at the time. 1.<11 th this intention, the 

above named exponents of Buddhism have set forth logical 

evidence in order to establish the fact "that only the Buddha 

was an omniscient (Sarvajna) rel.igious teacher." 

The SanskFi t word Sarvajrla (§.?:,rva meaning Itall II and 
N' 

,jnliZmeaning knoweIi') is used to translate the English "omni-

scient ll or "all-knowing" person. The Sanskrit word 
,tV ., 

SarvaJna,ta, hmo;ever, is translated into the English by 

the w'ord "omniscience" or lIall embracing knowledge". The 

word parv8.jnat,a .(Omniscience) means to have the 1mowledge 

of each and everything in the universe. The Sanskrit words 

Sarvaj?la, Sarvakarajrta, Sarvavit and Vi~vavit are used as 

I 
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synonyms ~ meaning a person who kn01'Ts everything. In Indian 

philosophy these words have been used in a special sense to 

mean a person possessing the knm'1'ledge of supersensuous 

truths such as QDarma (religion), £yar~~ (heaven) and 

M oksa (Ii bera ti on,), apart from the knowledge of sensuous .. 
objects of the wo~ld. 

It cannot be said with certainty hO'l-v and wl,1en the 

concept of omniscience appeared in Indian philosophy, and 

which particular system 't'las the first to accept this con

cept, for the development of it is not clear and 1s 

difficult to trac~. It is hard to say whether this concept 

was originatedin the course of man's realization of the 

absolute reality in order to achieve liberation or in the 

aim of each different religious sect to assert its o~m 

supremacy by attributing omniscience to its "teacher"c 

Undoubtedly religious practices implying omniscience pre-

cede their actual conceptualization; but the concern here 

1s not 1'lith the realization of omniscience, but with its 

rationalization. 

What can ~e said with certainty is that in the period 

following the sixth century B0C., that is the time of the 

Buddha and Vardhamana, the Jaina teacher, there was a great 

deal of discussion among Indian philosophers on the con

cept of omniscience. Because the Buddha and Vardhamana were 

consldered to be 'omniscient teachers by their respective 

followers» the na,ture of thi s concept ha.s centered on 
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attempts to prove '1'Thether or not a person can be omniscient. 

On account of this attempt mainly blO streams of thought 

have emerged concerning human omniscience. According to one 

position, that is" the CaI"~aka and Mlmainsa, an omniscient 

person is an impossibility; to the other, that is the school 

of theNyaya-Vaisd9ika, Sankhya-Yoga, Buddhism and Jainism 

the omniscience c~n be achieved by. human being. 

Was the concept of human omniscience developed be

cause of its attribution to God or the VedEZ~ (revealed 

Ii tera ture), or wals the concept a ttri buted to Cod or the 

Vedas because an enlightened person was thought to be omni

scient? Or was this concept attributed to God, the Vedas and 

man simul taneouslyl? These questi ons do not pertain parti

cularly to the subiject of this thesis: What can be said 

wi th certainty ts it-hat the· concept -of omniscience i'laS used 

to describe God, the Vedas and man and probably arose in 

Indian philosophy through attempts to understand the con

ception of the enlightened persons who in turn became a 

religious teacher. 

It seems that thts concept of human omniscience 1'iaS 

first introduced into Indian philosophy because of the re

ligious controversies among Heterodox (Nastika) Schools, 

specially Jainism and Buddhism and Orthodox (Astika) Schools, 

specially Nyaya-Va~se?ika, Sankhya-Yoga, Purva t.J:lmamsa and 

uttaramimamsa. Th~ religi ous teachers of' some of the 



Nastika schools claimed omniscience for themselves in order 

to prove the validity of their teachings. The Astika 

Schools had already accepted the omniscient authority of 

some supersensuous and super-human realities like God or 

4 

the Vedas as proof of the validity of their religious teach

ings. But those who 'l'Jere not the followers of this trac1i ti on 

had to prove thei1J' mm religi ous authori ty by a ttri buting 

omniscience to their teachers. Thus the concept of human 

omniscience came Xnto philosophy as a reaction against the 

Astika School who believed in the omniscience of super

sensuous truths ltKe God and the Vedas. 

Since the time of the Bud~~a and onward, the con

cept of omnisciende began to be used in Indian rell'gious 

and philosophical systems in order to establish the omni

scient authority of the religious teachings. Hhether or not 

this religious authority was a person or the Vedas (revealed 

literature) or God, it was essential that it be considered 

omniscient. It was felt only in this way it is possible to 

have a "true religious teachingll, because an omniscient 

authori ty kno't'Ts tl1e true nature of everything. Only a "true 

religious teaching, if followed properly, can fulfil the 

real purpose of a religion by leading the people to pros

perity in this life and to the highest good or liberation 

after life. Thus the concept of omniscience was accepted 

as an essential part of the religio-philosophical discussions 
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in the history of Indian philosophy, and every religious 

teacher or authority was necessarily considered to be omni-

scient. 

To establish the authority of its own, each school 

has developed a different concept of omniscience, and has 

used this word with a slightly different connotation. The 

School of Car-vaka does not believe in omniscience. The 

School of Hlmarii.sa maintains the non-omniscience of all 

beings and the omniscience of the Veda~. The School of 

- I 
NyaY~Vaise~ika and Yoga accepted the omniscience of God. 

The School of San!~hya holds the omniscience of rrak~. 

Because they do not accept the authority of the Vedas or 

of God, or Pralcrti the Buddnists and Jainas hold that only 

a human being can become omniscient. 

The Car.~laka School does not believe in the exis-

tence of an omniscient being, nor do they believe in the 

existence of supeF-natural objects. They are purely 

materialistic, and, as such do not accept the idea of a 

creator of the universe, nor release from the world, that 

is, liberation. lherefore, it is but natural for them not 

to accept the concept of omniscience at all, neither in re-

lation to God, the Vedas nor any individual soul. 

The Schools of Vai§e~ika and Nyaya maintain the 

theory that God is o~nipotent and omniscient as a creator 

of the u.niverse and take the Vedas revealed bv God as the --"'-- '" 
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authority for Dha~. They deny that the Vedas are composed 

by any human being. In this system other souls also can be 

omniscient but not in the same sense as God. The soul of a 

person can become omniscient by the proper practice of 

Yo~a. But after the attainment of liberation, the omni-

scient soul loses its omniscience because its omniscience 

is not permanent or identical i'iTi th that of God. It is 

impermanent because it is an effect, that is, produced by 

the practice of ~. 
I -According to the Sesvara-SanJ(hya School God is omni-

.~ - ... 

scient because He is the knower of the true nature of the 

uni verse since he directs Pra"k.:f.ti for cosmic evolution. 

The Sa~khya Schoof taEe~ thEt"c'osmic principle of Prakrti 

as omniscient. l Nere it should be noted that Prakrti does 

not possess the pllre consciousness of the Purusa because 

it is unconscious up to the point when the creation starts. 

This school holds Prakrti as omniscient in the sense of 

kno1iring everything of the universe, because it is the creator 

of the universe. 

The School of Yoga accepts the omniscience of God 

- I as it has been acoepted by the Nyaya-Vaise§ika. But it 

_.-: 

I 
- - - -I "...,.., "Nikhila Jagatkartrttvaccasya EvasesaJnattvamastu 

Prak:rteh SarvaJnatvam Jagatkarttrtvam .seti sankaprakaratle," 
cited from Pramey':§;'kamalamartand,?-h in Rea1E, in the Jain~ 
!1etap~ysics by Hari satya Bhattacharya (Bombay, 1966), 
p. 372. 



does not accept the omniscience of the soul t because it 

holds that the omniscience of God will shine in the 

intellect (Buddhi). Just like Jainism, the School of 

Sankhya and Yoga accepts that in order to achieve the 

liberation, the 1pgi becomes omniscient because the omni

science of God is reflected in his intellect~ It should 

be noted that the School of Sankhya-Yoga attributes omni

science to its teacher Kapila in this sense. 

7 

The Nlmamsakas believe in the existence of super

sensuous realities like soul, rebirth, Dharma, heaven and 

liberation. Ther~fore, it is a logical necessity for them 

to believe in omniscience in order to have supersensuous know"

ledge. But they dlo not accept omniscience in"any being apart 

from the Vedas. Due to this belief, he has not accepted any 

being can be the knower of Dharm~. Therefore, only the 

Vedas should be aecepted as authority for Dharma because 

they alone contaim omniscience. 

The Buddhists and the Jainas believe in the existence 

of an omniscient person who should be accepted as a real 

teacher on the basis of their true knowledge of Qharma. 

They have rejected the view of the Mimamsakas that the Vedas 

could not be the work of a human being. They assert that 

the Veda~ should The accepted as an authority only if they 

are taught by an 0mniscient being. Furthermore, the 

Buddhists go furtner and claim that the Buddha alone is 
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truly omniscient and that only the teachings of the Buddha 

should be taken as authority for Dharma. The Jainas make a 

simi lar claim for the teachings of Vardhamana. 

Though th~ Buddhists and Jainas do :l:'1ot belie-ve that 

the universe is c~eated by God, they accept the existence 

of an omniscient person. This omniscient person is con-

ceived by them as God, because he is the highest being in 

the universe, not in the sense of the creator of the uni

verse but as the highest conscious being. They both agree 

in maintaining th~t omniscience is not only a possibility 

but every individual has the potentiality of becoming an 

all-knowing perfect being by a particular practice of Yoga. 
---"""-

Although both the Buddhists and Jainas commonly accept 

the concept of hUl1nan o:nniscience ~ yet there is a fundamental 

difference in thelr conception of this power. The Jainas 

believe that the omniscient person has complete knOi'J"ledge 

of eVerything at f!-very moment. The Buddhists, however, re

ject the possibil~ty of this type of knowledge in an omni-

scient person. For instance, the omntscience of the Buddha 

was not a continual know"ledge of everything siroul taneously. 

He was omniscient in the sense that he was able to know any-

thing which he wanted to know". 

Omni science depends upon the full k!:.01·;ledge of all 

things sensuous and supersensuous. According to the Buddhists 

it" follows from the removal of the hindrance of affliction 
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(Kle~avaran~) and hindrance of cognisable things (Jneyavarana). 

The Buddhists hold that that person alone is omniscient who 

knowil the whole ~orld in its real form of "soullessness" 

~ 

(Anatmavada). They further assert, only the Buddha, not the 

other teachers, fulfills all the, conditions of this defini-

tion. Therefore, he has been placed at the top of all the 

philosophers and religious teacherso 

By accepting hu.rnan omniscience, the Buddhists aim to 

prove the existence of a person who knows Dharma (religion) 

itself. They believe that Dhar~ should be based on the 

teachings of an omniscient teacher who knows the correct way 

leading to libera-cion. They do not admit the ·concept of a 

pe:l:wsnent self (Atci~1.i) 'as tl;e apprehenaer of consciousness. 

However, they do admit the possibility of an omniscient per

son (sarvaj~a) as the cogniser of all objects of the universe. 

This omniscient p~rson should be accepted as the real teacher 

of Dharma (religUm), because he possesses true knowledge 

and can never have a false idea about any thing sensuous or 

supersensuous. 

The conce~t of human omniscience has been used to 

prove by the Budd1t1ists that Buddhism is the only IItrue 

religion ll (s.8:.ddhatrna) because its teacherl> that is, the 

Buddha, is himsel~ an omniscient person. Furthermore, 

Buddhists content that only the Buddha should be accepted 

as the omniscient religious teacher because he is the only 
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person to perceive the true nature of all things and to know 

about all things, both empirical and supersensuous. His 

knowledge cannot ~e contradicted by any valid means of 

cogni tion. 

The main C.oncern of this 1;hesis will be to show,," 
1_. ,~ 

that Santaraksita and Kamalasila offer arguments that . ~ 

successfully answer the objections lodged by the MImamsakas 

against the Buddhist's conception of human omniscience. 
1- • 

In addition, we will also try to show that Santarak?ita and 
1-

Kamalasila offer further arguments which establish the 

complete validity of this fundamental Buddhist tenet. Here 

they are not onlyphllosophers or logicians but they are 

theOl'ogians defend~lng the Buddhi st tenets. In fact the 

concept of omniscilence is net only a philosophical and 

religious problem out a theological problem. The aim of 

these Buddhists is to prove the superiority of Buddhism 

among all religions, because it is based on the teachings 

of omniscient Buddha. Any religiOUS authority is a matter 

of conventional recognition. By dialectical establishment 

of human omniscience and omnisc1ence of the Buddha, these 

authors prove the authority and infallibility of the Buddha 

and his teachings pf Qharma. 



Chapter 1 

THE CONCEPT' OF O~INISCIENCE IN THE HISTORY 
OF INDIAN BUDDHISM 

In this chapter we 1iTill have a bird t s eye view of 

the concept of h~~an omniscience as understood by the 

Indian Buddhists through the ages. \tIe will first outline 

the Hlnayanist position and then make a comparison with the 

Mahayanists. From this point, we ,..,rill concentrate on the 

diffel"'ence bet11l'edn the tW"O wi th regard to the human omni-

science and shoYT why human omniscience is important to the 

school of Nahayarla Buddhism. Then we will proceed by dis-

cussing the concept of human omniscience as y.Tell as the 

omniscience of the Buddha according to the Mahayan Buddhism 

in order to prove the authority of Buddhism as true religion. 

In the H~nayana Buddhism, the concept of human 

omniscience 1'1aS not emphasized. Vardhamana, the religious 

teacher of the Jainas "NaS contemporaneous to the Buddha. 

Vardhamana was adcepted by his followers as omniscient in 

the sense of havi,ng kn01\Tledge of each and everything of the 

u.ni verse tat each individual moment, 1'1hile standing or walk-

ing. sleeping or ai'lake, In his life the Buddha himself was 

11 
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asked by his disciples whether he was an omniscient re

ligious teacher like Vardhamana. ·He replied that this type 

of omniscience which is attributed to Vardhamana was ridiculous 

as well as impossible, and that those who claimed that they 

had this kind of knowledge were in error. There is no doubt 

that the Buddha admitted possessing some sort of supernatural 

pO~Ter of knowing" know"ledge not possible by normal human 

cognition. He had the power to remember the past and future 

births of anyone if he so desired. Moreover, he was able to 

kn01'v everything in the present because of his removal of the 

hindrances of knowledge (§:savas). 

Already the Jainas claimed omnisciences for 
their leader. They are said to have held that 
he was "omniscient, I?ll-seeing, and posses'sed 
complete knowledge and insight; that whether 
walking or standing, asleep or aw-alce, knowledge 
and insight i'rere continuously present. II This 
claim is ,ridiculed by the Buddhists, and the 
omniSCient teacher is described as so ignorant 
that he goes for alms to a house not knowing 
that it i:s empty. or as having to ask his way 
to a village. Buddha is represented*as deny
ing that he claims such omniscience. vJhat 
he claims is the three lcno"l'i'"ledges, (1) that 
he remembers numberless past existences, as 
far back as he wishes, (2) that with his divine 
eye he c~n see beings passing away and being 
reborn aClcording to their karma, (.3) that wi th 
the destruction 01" the asavas he has of himself 
attained ,and realized release of min~ and knov-T
ledge in this life and abides by it. 

*Footnote Noo 1 in original source. Ha,j ,ihima
nikaya, it 482. 

1 
Edward J. Thomas, The History.of Buddhist Thought, 

(London, 1933), p. 148. 
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The ideal of Hinayana Buddhism is Arhathood, which 

is attained by the removal of the hindrance of affliction 
1- . 

(Klesavarana). An Arhat is essentially self-centred, caring· 

only for his own liberation, and having no concern for the 

liberation of other people. A Buddha, on the other hand, 

foregoes his own liberation for the sake of others. He takes 

a vow that he w~ll not enter liberation until the whole 

-world is liberated.
2 

This distinction is clearly implied ~n 
the Palt text (Majjhimanikaya, III, 8) itself where the 

Buddha is called the originator of the path, the perceiver 

of the unknm'm path and preacher of the ll..l'lpreached path. 

In other words he has discovered a way by which one can be 

liberated, has realized this unique path by his self-effort 
--

in the S amad hi a!nd ha s ta ugh t thi s means of Ii bera ti on to 

others, as it hals never been taught before. 

The quest:ion is raised in t·lajjhima t iii, 8, 
whether there is a monl.c endowed in every vmy 
wi th the :quali ties that the Lord possesses. 
The only difference there mentioned is that 
the Lord pas the originator of the Path, the 
knower of the unknown Path, and the preacher 
of the Path that had not been preached. 3 

A further development in the growth of the concept 

of Buddhahood in Mahayana was that the Buddha was considered 

2 
Bodhicaryavatara, 8, 108$ 

3 , 
E. J. Thomas, ££_._~, p. 1~9. 



. I 
the possessor of flten-pO'lTerS" (dasabala). Rather than 

being a new idea, this was development of ascription of 

superhuman powers to an Arhat in Pali literature: 

The special quali ties and marvellous pm'Ters 
of Buddha: are many, but we can see their 
growth f~om simple beginnings. The superhuman 
qualities ascribed to the arhat were enough 
to give them a starts vie find them already 
developed in the ten powers (bala) of Buddha; 

Hew ,knows what is possible as possible, 
and what is impossible as impossible. 
He ~nows the ripening of karmas, past, 
pre~entt and future. 
He knows whither all paths.'(of conduct) 
lead. 
He kmOi'rs the many and various elements or 
factors of the world (existence). 

14 

(1) 

( 2) 

( 3) 

(4 ) 

<.5 ) 
(6) 

He knows the various intentions of indi-viduals. 
He kinm-'J"s the faoul ties of other beings, whether 
quiok or slow: etc. 

( 7) 

(8 ) 
(9) 

(10) 

He Knmr.Ts the impuri ty t puri ty, and growth of 
the trances. releases, concentrations, and 
a tta;iThllents. 
He kinows numberless former existences. 
With his divine eye he sees beings passing 
awa~ and being reborn accordlng to their 
karma. 
\H tri the destruction of the asavas he has 
of himself attained and realized release 
of mind and knowledge in this life and abides 
in it.4 . 

When asked if he were omnisCient, the Buddha claimed 

the last three of the ten powers, these being the three 

knowledges of an Arhate At the ti.me when ~IaJ..jhima-n~kaya 

was compiled, the claim to Buddha's omniscience had not been 

made, but later this quality 't'Jas attribu-r::ed to him. This 

----------------~---------------- ----------------------------
4E. J. Thomas, op. cit.$ n. 149. cf. Majjhima-nikaya i 

i, 69; Dhs., 76; ~Ivyut., 7; c"Ommentary in Vibhan~, 335-344. 
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claim is to be found in the latest parts of the Canon as an 

apparent development of the doctrine of the ten pm·lers. The 

difference between omniscience and the knowledge. involved 

in the ten powers is discussed by Buddhagho~a in his comments 

on the above passage. other schools, Buddhaghosa says, hold 
.' 

that the knowledge of the ten powers is not knowledge of 

the particular objects while omniscience is. Buddhagho~a 

does not regard this as the principle of division. Through 

the ten powers the Buddha knows each one's particular duty 

and omniscience is everything beyond this. It is infinitely 

extended human knowledge, which however does not produce 

freedoffio The trance or magic po,lrer can be known by it, the 

knowledge of hov:: to perform them is not included under it. 

"One might know the path, but could not thereby get rid of 

the depravities. That belongs to the three knowledge of 

the Path. They are intuitive and direct, and have to be 

realized. 11
5 

8 The r1ahay:a.nists, especially the Vijnana-~-a.dins, hold 

tha t the knovJledge and pm·rer of a Buddha are much more superi or 

than an Arhat "Vih:o is the ideal of the Hinayana Buddhism. A 

Buddha, according to them, is omniscient on account of the 

removal of both the hindrance of affliction (Kle~~vara~a) 

and hindrance of cognition (~eyavarana) while an ~~hat is . 
5 
E. J. Thomas, gpo cit., pp. 149-150. 
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not, because he removes only Klesavara~. In fact in the . 
Hlnayana literature (Nikaya) itself the Buddha is conceived 

as omniscient. Here the main difference between an Arhat -
and a Buddha is draim. The Buddha is a founder of Dharma 

whlle the Arhat is not. 

Of the extraordinaEY spiritual powers attained 
by a Buddha, the Hinayanists say very little. 
We have in the Nikayas the remark that Buddhas 
(including Paccekabuddhas) attai.n perfect know
ledge by themselves, and by following the dharma 
unheard before.* A Samyaksambuddha preaches the 
dhamma and becomes the founder of a religion, 
and the leader of men and the gods. He is 
sabbaYiilli (omniscient)'~H' and his knmrledge in 
any matter 1-rhatsoever does not require any 
avajjana' (reflection); he possesses ten balas, 
and four vesarajjas •••• In their literature the 
HInayaniists tried to prove that a Buddha is a 
rare bei~g and superior to the men and the gods~ 
but thei,y mention also that there isnardly any 
distinction bet'Vleen an Arhat and a Buddha 
except that the latter is a founder and teacher 
of a rel'i_gi on. ***6 _ _ 
*Footnote No. 4 in original source. Ahguttara, 
III, p. 9; Pug •• P., p. 14. 

**Footnotte No. 5 ~11 original so~rce. Maj jhima .• 
I, p. 482 sabb~iiu sabbadassavi aparisesam 
na~adas~ana~ patijanati. 

***Footnote No. 8 in original source. For a 
comparison of the Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas 
and Buddhas see ch. II, pp. 80-4. Dial. of 
Buddha, II, 1-3; 1110 6. 

Oldenberg also observes that the concept of the omni

science of the Buddha is found in the Hinayana literature. 

One night, the old traditions narrate, the de
cisive tmrning point came, the moment wherein 
was voucbsafed to the seeker the certainty 

6 . Nalinaksha Dutt, Aspects of Nahayana and Its 
Relation to HInarar~, p. 2857 _. ~ .. -. ."-



of disc0very.' 8i tting under the tree It since 
then named the Tree of Knowledge, he went 
through successively purer and purer stages 
of abstraction of consciousness, until the 
sense of omniscient illumination came over 
him: in all-piercing intuition he pressed on 
to apprehend the wanderings of spirits in the 
mazes of transmigration, and to attain the 
knowledge of the sources 1'1hence flows the 
suffering of the "''1"0 rId , and of the path which 
leads to the extinction of this suffering. 7 

,On the basis of Pasadika Suttanta 
8 

A. B. Kei th 

observes the Buddha as omniscient. Though he has more 

17 

capaci ty to knovl the past things in compari son to the future 

things. 

On the 0 on trary, the Ta thaga ta, 'toJ'hi Ie able to 
remember all the past, has enlightenment as to 
the futUre to the effect: IlThis is the last 
birth; there is no more coming to be. II Nor 
does the Tathagata reveal all that is past; 
wha tis not true, 'IITha tis not fae t t llTha t doe s 
not redound to the good of mandind, he leaves 
alone; nor doe s he reveal ~';ha tis true, wha t 
is fact, but what does not redo~~d to good; 
but he rieveals 1'7ha t redounds to the benefi t of 
man desirous of -salvation, both as regards the 
past, the present, and the future. He h-nol'J"s 
whatever throughout the world is discerned, 
striven for, accomplished, or devised, by gods 
or men; all that he spoke betl'Teen his enltghten
ment and his passing al'TaY was true; and he does 
according to his V'Tord J as his word is according 
to his going, he is styled Tathagata.9 

7 
Hermann Oldenberg, Buddha: His ~bte! His Dootrin~, 

His Order, p. 107. 

8 . 
cf. Dig~anik~ya, III~ l34ff. 

9 
A. B. Keith, Buddhi~~ilosophX-L~ India and Ceyl~~, 

(Oxford: The Clarendon Press p 19(3), p. 41.~. Also oi ted by 
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After reaching the state of omniscience and perfect 

enlightenment the Buddha 'tIlaS enjoying the pleasu.re of' 

liberation (Nirvana) and wanted to enter the state of 

liberation by giving up his body (Nirupadhisesanirvana). . . 
Meanwhile Brahmasahampati appeared before him and requested 

10 the Buddha to teach the suffering people of the world. 

In fact, the Buddha wanted to enjoy his Oi~n freedom and to 

enter liberatiom but since the idea of the suffering of 

others came to his mind due to compassion, he started his 

teaching of Dha:rm.a. This is called action of the Buddha 

(Buddha-K,arma) which dces not bring the BUd.dha. into bondage 

by produeing any result. That is Why the Buddha is called 

supermu..ndane (1qy.:'ottara) and his duty is to teach the 

Dharma. 

The Buddha is the adept in the wisdom of 
Buddhism (Bodhi jnana): l'l'hose first duty t E'O 
long as he remai·ns on earth, is to communi ca te 
his wisdom to those who are i'lilling to receive 
it. Thelse 't'Ti lling learners are the "Bodhi
sattvas", so called from their hearts being 
inclined to the w'isdom of Buddhism, and 
"Sanghas ll , from their companionship with one 
another, and with their Buddha or teacher, 
in the Viharas on coenobitical establishments. 
The Bodhisattva or Sangha continues to be such 
until he has surmounted the very last grade of 
that vast and laborious ascent by which he 1s 

Keith in footnote 2 are: JRAS, 1898, pp. 103ff., 865ff.; 
AJP, LXXII, 205; Franke, DN., p. 287; Eliot, Hin~uis~~ 
and Buddhism, p. 133, Np. 2:" 

10 
Nahavagga (Vinaya-Pitaka, It 1-24). 



instructed that he can "scale the heavens", 
and pluck immortal wisdom from its resplen
dent source; 'Y'Thich achi~vement performed, he 
becomes a Buddha, that is, an Omniscient 
Being. ll 
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A TIrthankara, the Jaina teacher, tmlike the Buddha, 

is no"t concerned vii"th the world and has no consideration 

for the suffering of the people of the world. Just like a 

Pratyekabuddha the Tlrthankara does not teach Dharma to the 

people. In Hinduism God reveals the Dharma due to Eis 

active grace. God performs the moral action and confers the 

knowledge 01" Dharma. 

Dr. T. R. V. Murt1 quite consistently holds that a 

mediator is necessary to reveal the Dharma leading to the 

realization of the Absolute Truth. In fact the Absolute 

Truth does no"t become affected by being taught or not 

being taught. Eecause of his inherent limita"tion a person 

cannot know· beyond the sensuous world. Therefore, a mediator 

is needed to provide the knm'fledge of Ultimate Reali ty. In 

other words a mouthpiece is needed to declare the Absolute 

Truth. Every religious system has accepted a mediator 

between the people ana the Ultimate Reality. The Jainas 

accept a TIrthankara. The Buddhists accep"t a Buddha and 

11 
Cited by H. Kern in his introduction to the trans

lation of Saddh~rma-PundarIka, p. xxxv, by B. H& Hodgson, 
Essa;z:s on ~he ~amguage;' 11 terature-?-nd ReJ:J...~!on of J!~E~ 
g.nd Tibet, p. 2. 
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the Hindus accept God as the mediator. All of these have 

a direct realization of the Ultimate Reality. 

Can a person not have the knowledge of Dharma by 

himself in order to achieve liberation? Every system of 

Indian thought accepts the posslbili ty of knoi'Ting the Dharma 

by self-effort through the means of~. The Buddhists 

accept that a pratyekabuddha can become omniscient and 

achieve liberation by his self-effort. But in this case 

also a teacher (Guru) is needed to guide. - CandrakI rti 

holds that the JPratyekabuddha is also taught by a teacher 

in his previous births. The Buddhists hold that the 

Buddha is counsellor-friend (Kaly'a~a~Jltra) of mankind. 

The Buddha plays the role of God. revealing the Dharma as a 

path to freedom. 

The Tathagata, it was pointed out before, 
is the principle of mediation between the 
Absolute that is transcendent to thought 
(~Unya) and phenomenal beings. The need 
for a mediator is felt in all absolutism; 
Vedanta has recourse to Isvara, apart 
from Brahman, to account for the revelation 
of truth; in the Hadhyamika and Vi jnanavada 
that/fQ~ction is performed by the Tathagata. 
I SUn~ata does not need to be declared as 
SUnyata; the Real or the Truth is not 
constituted by our knowing or not knowing 
it as such •••• Truth is impersona~ true 
for all and for all time. Prajna or Slinyata 
is bhutakoti or dharmata, the intrinsic . 
nature of all thi.ngs; it is Tathata--the 
'Thatnesls r i i!lvariable for all time "tatha-
bhavo'vikaritvam*) •••• Only a being which 
enjoys a sort of dual existence having one 
foot in phenomena and the other in the 
Absolute, can possibly know the Absolute 
and reveal it to others. A diff·erence is 



1s therefore made bet1treen Tathata (the Real 
or Absolute Truth) and Tathagata, 1f1ho know~ 
the truth. ~H~ ••• From. time to time the --:8'U'ddhas» 
out of great compassion, condescend from their 
exalted position to reveal the truth to all 
beings (gods and lowly creatures) • 

••• The Absolute is the impersonal reality 
underlyimg all phenomena; Tathagata is an 
Exalted Fersonality (bhagavan), a being freed 
of limitations and endo~rea with excellences. 
Though S~~yata does not necessarily imply the 
Tathagata, it does not, however, lose its 
nature by freely manif'esting itseif as a 
Person, as God. It is the nature of the Good 
to I overflo~T' .12 
~-Footnote No. -in original source, POI 276. 
Tathabh~votvikaritvam sadaiva stha~ita. 
sarvadanutpada eva hy agnyadfnam paranira
peksatvad akrtrimatvat svabhava ity ucyate. 
MKV. p. 265. ~ 

**Footnote No. 1 in original source, p. 277. 
atita tathata yadvat pratyutpannapy anagata; 
sarvadhanua.s ta thii-drstas tenoktah sa -_.,----...-....-- - ,"""*'~ -- _. :r'a t!}at!i~.. C§V. p. 32. I ' 

sarvakaravipari ta-dharma-cla:t sika tvena parartha-
sampada tathagatah:--AAA. p. 62. "' 
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In the Mahaya.na Buddhi.sm the Buddha is held to be 

a free phenomenal Being. Just like the TIrthankaras of the 

Jainas he is considered to be God. He possesses all po't'iers, 

knowledge, acts and etpeteE§:... He has removed all his passions, 

actions and true obscurations of affliction and cogni ti.on. 

He is omniscient because he has complete knowledge of the 

Absolute Reality and empirical world. Apart from his omni

science the Buddhla possesses ten pO"l'TerS (12.§l~b~l~) 2 Four 

confidences (9atvari_~ai.i?:.Ea..3J':ani), and thirty-hro mercies 

( 
- 1/ _ -) . Dva t"f"imsa t Nahak~tru."l"l9_h • 

12 



Buddha is Bhaga"llan, God, endowed as he is 
wi th poTtier and perfection. He possesses, 
in entili'ety, all power, spiendour; fame, 
wealth, knowledge and act. He has 
completely eliminated all passion a~d 
karma and the two obscurations (klesavarana 
and j"neyavarana) .*-:l- He is omniscient . 
(sarvajna and'sarvakarajna), having a full 
knowledge of' the itbsolute Truth (prajna
parami ta) and of the empi ri cal '1j'/'orld like
wise. His wisdom is spoken of as consisting 
of five .varieties: (1) liThe perfectly pure 
intuition of the Absolute, there being no 
bifurcation into the 'iSI and the 'is not' 
(ad vaya- jnanam) ; ( 2) the know"ledge resembl
ing a mirror wherein everything is reflected 
(adarsa-jnana); (3) the discriminative know
ledge precisely cogaising all the separate 
objects and elements l,ti thout confounding any 
of them (pratyaveksanajnana); (4) the cogni
tion of the unity,' the equality of one-self 
s.nd of others as possessed by t.he unique 
Essence of Buddhahood (samatajnana); and 
(5) the active '!j'Ti sdom pursuing the '!j'ielfare 
of all living beings (k:rtyanu~thanajnana). 11*-~
The first ti'iO forms of knm'l"ledge, especially 
the firslt, belong to the Dharmakaya of the 
Buddha; the third and the fourth (pratyavek
~a~a and samatajnana) to the Sambhoga Kaya 
(body of Bliss") and the pursui t of the wel
fare of beings to the Nirm."anakaya (Aopari tion
al Body). Besides omniscient knmlledge, Buddha 
possesse:s s~veral other perfections such as Ten 
POviTers-- (dasabala) ,';H:-* Four confidences 
(catvari vaisaradyani) t Thirty-t\>m mercies 
.ldvatrirrrQa.t mahal\:aruuah) etc .l3 . 
*Footnote No. 1 in original source. 

11. 1 - I h" 
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al.svaryasya samagrasya rupasya yasasa. sriyal).; 
jnanasyatha prayatnasya l:?a!].lj.am bhaga iti srutil)..11 
so'syastlti samagraisvaryadiman Bhagayan. " 

IIklesa-karma tatha janma Klesajneyav:rtI tatha; 
yena Viaipaksil1.:a bhagnas teneha Bhagavan smrtah.1I 
J...AA.p. 9. . . 

~--::-Footnote No.2 in original source. Obermiller's 
The Doctrine of Pra,j"napar-ami ta, p. 45. Acta 
Orienta;J..ia, Vol. XI. 

***Footnote-No. 3 in original source. Mahavygtpatti, 
pp. 2-4 (B. Budd. Edn.) 

--- ''':1':' ~'ft .. 
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The Saddhe,rma::-Pun~arIl~ establishes the. concept of , , 

human omniscience as well as the omniscience of the Buddha 

to prove the religious authority of his teachings of 

DharmaG It holds the doctrine that every individual can 

attain the state of an omniscient Buddhahood. Here we find 

a very clear distinction between the schools of the HInayana 

and !llahayana Buddhism. This distinction is based on two 

different kinds of the teachings of the Dharma taught by the 

Buddha. It maintains that the Buddha advocated different 

types of the teachings of the Dharma as an expedient resort 

-./ (Upaya-Kausa~xa) • His main aim ..... las to attract the people 

of lower intellect to'!lrards his teaching of the Dharma lead

ing to liberation./orily with this viei~ in mind. he ta'ught 

the doctrine of Hinayana. The doctrine of Hinayana does 

not reveal the whole truth. Here:p.e has taught the "Four 

Noble Truths" (Catvar1 AE.Y.a-S~ya.ni) s the uNoble Eight 

Fold Path tr (Arya-Astangika-Harg8:), the doctrine of Dependent . " 
Origination" PratI t;zasajg.~t~, the doctrine of soullessness 

( ,- -
Pudg~la-sunyata) and thirty-seven (Bodhipaksiya Dharma§J to . ,-

remove the hindrance 01" afflicti on (!\lesa'Yarar;~). By follo't'r-

1ng these teachings of Dhar~ a person can reach only the 

state of Arhathood. 

However t the teachings of the Nahayana Buddni SIri goes 

further than the teachings of the Hlnayana Buddhism by 

prescribing a further spiritual discipline leading to the 

state of omniscience and to the Buddhahood. According to 
( 
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the Saddharma-Pundartka, an Arhat has to practise the 

spiri tual disciplines of the Boddhisattvas .in order to 

become an omniscient Buddha. Furthermore, he has. to 
I 

realize the voidness of elements (pharma-S.Un;y:at~) and the 

identity of all the elements (Dharma-Samata) which would 

remove the hindrance 01" cogni tion (Jneyavara::;a). Then he 

would become a perfect enlightened (Samyak-Sambuddha),omni

scient religious teacher. 

The Saddfuarma-1.undarIka holds that the different 

paths (yana) are only an expedient resort of the Buddha 

leading to omniscience and perfect Buddhahood. This distinc-
f _ ..... _ . ... _ 

tion of SravakaJ~~' Pr~tyekab~~ana and Boddhisattvaya~a 

are only from practical point of view. Really there is 

only one path named as the Bud9:.h~la:~ i'Jhich leads to the 

state of omniscience and to the perfect Buddhahood. The 

Buddha has taught the Dharm.a to all beings by means of only 
, L~ 

the Buddhayana which finally leads to omniscience.-

.../ The omniscient Buddha teaches the ;Qharma without 

inequality to all beings of the five states of existence, 

who are followers of either the rllah~y:a~.or the Pratyeka-
- I _ _ 

Buddha;yana or the §.ravakayana according to their particular 

disposition. Really there are not three paths (yana). In 

14 '-Te'pi S~rve sariputra Buddha Bhagavanta Ekameva 
Yanamarabhya Sattvanam Dharmam Desitavantah, Yadidam Buddha
yanam Sarvajna-T~paryavasanam. The Sa.ddharma. Pundarr~~
§51t;:~, p. 27. 



fact, -the different beings act in various ways. On 

this ground the Buddha has declared that there are three 
15 

paths (yana)e Really, there is only one path- (yana), 

viz., the Buddhayana; there is no second or third path 
16 

(yana) • 
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j The §ad§.harma-Pundar.fka holds that ultimate goal 

of all the spiritual disciplines is to reach the state of 

omniscience. The Buddha is the master, king and lord of 

Dharma. The QDarma taught by the Buddha finally leads to 

the state of omniscience. The Buddha knows the real mean-

ing of Dharma, because he reaches the highest perfection 

of knowledge, that is, omniscience. Therefore, he is able 

to know and decide the Dharm~, he can apprehend the know·

ledge of omni sci.ence t he can impart the knm-Jledge of omni-

science and he clan produce the knowledge of omniscience t be

cause he is perfectly enlightened.
l ? J 

----------------~----------------------------------------------
15 . 

" ••• Ta thaga tanamarha tam samyalcsambuddhanam Sarva
jnajnanacittaprabha Sarve~u Pancagatyupapanne~u Sattvesu 
Yathadhimuktim ~:1ahayanikapratyekabuddhayanikasravakayanikesu 

- -I _. 
Saddharmadesana Samam. Pravartate •••• Nasanti Kasyaua Trini 
yanani. Kevalamanyonyacaritah Sattvah~ Tena TrInl Yanani 
Prajnapyante." The Saddharma Pundarlka Sutra, p. 90. 

16 
II ••• Elct3.lD.evedam Yanam Yaduta Buddhayanam. Na 

Dvi tlya.m. l.Ja 'l'rti:ra!l1 Va Yanam samvidyate." The Saddharma 
Pundarika Sut:r;1:!: t p. 91.. - -

•• 
17 _, 

Dharma-svaml Kasyapa Tathagatah Sarva-Dharmanam 
Raja Prabhurva~i. • •• (Tathopanilcsipati) • Yatha Te . .. 

---. 

T II 
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On account of his perfect wisdom the Buddha is 

omnisci.ent, knovTing all and seeing all. He knows this 

world as well a,s the other worlds in their real.form. He 

is the indi ca to!!' of the path, preacher of the path, knm'J'er 

of the path and acquainted wlth the path. By hearing 

the Dharm~ taught by the Buddha a person can remove the 

hindrances. The removal of the hindrances ultimately 

18 leads to the state of omniscience. 

The Buddha has taught only one J2!1arma which is 

all-rays the same. The essence of Dharma is liberation, 

it is free from passion and annhilation and it ends with 

the kno'illedge 01" omniscience (Sar~j)?lajnanaparyavas~.n?-..h). , 
Thi s knoi'Tledge of oroni sci ence is not revealed all of a 

J' sudden.. The state 01' omniscience is reached by follow

ing the Dharma taught by the Buddha. 19v/ 

That person is called omniscient l'Tho knows the 

five transcendental faculties .. Those who are desirous to 

achieve the state 01' omniscience should remove the ignorance. 

Dharmah SarvajnabhfrminiEva Gacchanti •••• Sarvadharmartha
Vasitaprapta~ Sarvadharmadhyasayapraptah. Sarvadharmavinidca
yakausalya Jnanaparamaparamitayrapta~. ~Sarvajnajnanasam
darsakah Sarvajnajnanavatarakah Sarvajnajnanopaniksepakah - / .. - . . ... Kasyapa Tathagato'rhan Samyak-Sambuddhah." The Saddharma 
Pundarlka ~utr~. p. 84. . 

I • 

18 
~., pp. 84-85. 

19 
Ibid., p. 85. 
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By removing the i[5norance one would become omniscient 

and acquire the knoi'iTledge of Dharma and five transcendental 

faculties. "Hithout reaching the state of omniscience, 
20 liberation is not possible. 

, , 
In his book the Nahayana Sraddhotpada-Sastra, 

which is translated into English as the :!lArakening of Fai th 
- ,- I 

~n the Mahayana~ Asvagho~a has accepted the concept of 

human orimiscienm.e. He maintains the difference between a 

Bodhisattva and a Buddha. A Buddha is one who has become 

omniscient on account of his perfect enlightenment (BOOhi). 

A Bodhisattva is one 1'1ho aspires to achieve the state of 

omniscience and perfect enlightenment through the following 

three preseri bed' practices of' 'spiri tu~al ClJ.sc'iplines (yoGat 

First, through the perfection of fai th.. Secohd, through 
21 

understanding and action. Third, through intuition. 

The practice of the perfection of faith produces 

three characteri'stics into the intellect. First, the in

tellect becomes centered in meditation upon Tathat~ (such

ness). second, it becomes profoundly mature by the in'troduc-

tion of all kinds of unlimited good qualities into the 

intellect. Third, it becomes compassionate tmvards removing 

20 
The Saddharma P'lIDdartka-Sutra, V, 71-75, p. 95. 

_ ....... pt _~' bn_"'_ 
21 f"_ (~, 

The Na}iayana Sraddh2tpada-Sas~~t p. 130. 
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the sufferings of all the beings. 

I According to Asvaghosa the Absolute Reality . 
(Dharmata) is one 'i'Ti thout a second and it is pure 

28 

consciousness. This consciousness is conceived from two 

aspects. From the absolute point of view the same 

consciousness is called Tathata. ~rom the phenomenal 

point of view the same consciousness is called the Sa.6sara 

(world) which is based on Tathagata-Garbh~.23 The real na

ture 01" man is the !?-_that~ itself. Hm'Tever, it is associated 

with impurities and defilements. These impurities and de-

filements are removed through good actions as well as medi

tation upon Tathata. 24 

Througn the means of' tJ.!lclerstanding and acti on a' 

Bodhisattva has the correct realization of Tathata and has 

no attachment for his 0i'Tr1 action. He acquires the perfect 

medi tation upon Tathata "Ilhich is c.alm and free from igno-

25 ranee. 

Through intuition a Bodhisattva realizes the 

Tathata. There is no realization of any object in the 

Z2 , I 

The IvIahayana Sr?-ddhotpada-Sastra. p. 82. 

23 
Ibid. t pp. 31-36 .. 

24 
lJ?1.1. , p. 82. 

-25 
lliS:.. , p. 86. 
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intuitive realization of the Tathat~. In fact, there is 

only intuition into Tathata which transcends both the sub~ 

ject-object duality. This is also called the realization 

of the Dharmakaycz (the cosmieal body) which is identical 

with the Absolute Reality. The Bodhisattva becomes the 

highest being due to the realization of ~thata. Then he 

manifests himself into the heaven named Akanistha which is 
• ;r 

the highest heaven in the world of form (rupavacara) accord

ing to the Buddhists. The unity of his intellect with Tathata 

suddenly vanishes his ignorance. By the removal of his 

ignorance he becomes omniscient. Now he can perform supra-

rational acts spontaneously and he is able to appear every-
26 

where in the universe and can help all the beings. 

It is possible for the omniscient person to know the 

unlimited objects of the senses and mind of innumerable 

beings of all the worlds? Again there 1i'TOuld be no thought 

in the mind of the omniscient person when his ignorance is 

destroyed. Hmr can he be called an omniscient person 

in the sense of knmTing each and everything of the universe? 
I 

Asvagho~a answ"ers these objections by holding the view that 

the objects of the l'J"orld are mere appearance of the Tathata 

which is beyond the categories of thOUght.Ghe non-omnisc~'ent 
person, because of his ignorance,imposes limitations in his 

oTtm intellect 1<rhile apprehending the objects of the world. 
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The categories of thought do not correspond to the Absolute 

Reality (Dharmata). The mind of the non-omniscient 

person is like a mirror coated with the dirt of defile~ 

ments. It cannot reflect the Dharmakaya of the Buddha 

until it is purified. The DharmakaY2; of the Buddha is omni

present. The omniscient Buddha is free from any limitation 

of thought. In other words he is free from all perverse 

views of thought. His intellect is pure and real. It is 

the very essential nature of the things. He can perceive 

into every corner of the universe and can illumine all the 

things which appear due to ignorance, because he is endowed 

with such great wisdome He has the capacity of understand-

ing the thoughts .of all the beings. He can reveal the true 

pharm~~ because he is omniscient. 27 

1-· -The Dasabhpmikasutra also accepts the concept of 

human omniscience.. A Bodhisattva enters the tenth Bhumi 

(stage) named Dharmame~ha or PHrama-Vinar~ after crossing 

the ninth ;ShuII!.i, through his practice of~. In this 

Bhiimi he obtains the knowledge of the form of all things and 

becomes omniscient: 

A bodhisattva on completion of the duties 
of the ninth bhumi passes to the tenth.* NOV-T 

he masters countless samadhis, and as the 
result, a lotus of infinite spledour and size 
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appears and he is found to be seated on it 
with an equally resplendent body and established 
in :the samadhi of omniE:cience (sarvajllajnana
videsabhiseka)** surrounded by countless 
bodhisattvas who ere yet in anyone of the 
nine bhumis and all looking at him. The' rays 
of light issue forth from his body and make 
all beings happy. *-~-~- Vlhile he is thus seated 
on the lotus, rays come forth from the Tatha
gatas and consecrate him as a Samyaksambuddha 
possessed of omniscience, and hence this bhumi 
is called AbhisekabhUmi. 

It is after the tenth bhlimi :that a bodhi
sattva becomes a Tathagata, and so the 
Lankavatara calls this stage Tathagatabhi1m.i.***-x
The Sktasahasrika also remarks that a 
bodhisattva in the tenth bhUmi can be called 
a Tathaga~a.28 
*Footnote No. 3 in original source. "The lIItu •• 
It p. 142, has nothing corresponding to the 
account of the Dasa. It mentions something 
cOTLYlected wi th the Bodhi sa ttva t s descent from 
the Tusi.ta heaven and birth in the world of 
mortal" beings • 

*-i":-Footnote No.4 in original source. Cf. B. B1.2. 
24. 

***Footnote No. 5 in original source. The wonders 
'of ra~mi are described here as well as in the 
~naparami ta~ and other filahayana works,_ 

*:'--X-~}Footnote No .. 4 in original source, p. 284. 
Sata.,. p. 1458. Author's Note; sata., stands 
~or satasahasrika-~~ajnapa~.----

- , - ~_ I 1_ • 
!bhi samayalankar8; or ,Pra,ina ... Earami topadesasastram 

aims, as described in the beginning, that the wise man should 

observe the path of omniscience and by remembering the mean

ing of the ~(utr:c:, should blissfully reach the ten-fold re

ligious virtue. The perfect wisdom (Prajnaparamita) is 

attained th:t:>ugh the means of omniscience.. The knowledge 

28 
}h.':·1inal-rsha Dutt, op. ill., pp. 283-284. 
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of the form of all objects (§arvakarajnata) is attained 

through the knowledge of the path O'Iar~Jnata). The know

ledge of the form of all the objects lead to omniscience. 

The excellence of omniscience is the highest wisdom which 

leads to the Buddhahood. 
I 

According to Abhisamalalanka~ a Sravaka removes 

only the veil of affliction. A Pratyekabuddha removes both 

the veil of affliction and cogni tion I'rhich is imagined by 

the subject only. Thus ~ it should be noted that only a 

partial veil of affliction and cognition is removed by 

a Pratyekabudd~. The perfect omniscience and Buddhahood 

1s attained by the removal of the veil of affliction and 

cognition. Omniscience, which means the true knOl'lledge 

of all things, is of tl'iO kinds: the knowledge of the 

objects that are near, and those that are remote. 
- - I _ 

The ~odh!car~avatara also includes the Sravaka 

and the Pratyekabuddha in the Hinayana Buddhism. The aim 

of the l1ahayana Buddhism is to reach the state of omniscience 

and the perfect enlightenment (Buddhatva). The realization 

of the voidness of elements (pharrna-Nairatm~a) removes the 

hindrance of cognition, which leads to omniscience and the 

Buddhahood. 29 

29 1........_ 
Klesaj,neyavrtitamah Pratipakso ,IV __ _ • _'" ~ - ... 

Sarvajnatakami Na Bhavayati Tam Katham. 
9-55. 

I I 
Hi Slinyata; Sighra 
The Bodhicaryavatara, 

--'T'!T" 

. I 
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The l1adhyamika School of Nahayana Buddhism des-
I 

cribes the Buddha as a great religious teacher (Sasta). 

However, it has not given an elaborate description of his 

omniscience. Nagarjuna in his Nulamadhya!rtaka-~arika 

reverentially bO"VTs to the Buddha as the propounder of 

"dependent origination" (pratItyasamutpad.§!) ,30 but he does 

not ascribe omniscience to him. The omniscience of the 

Buddha is emphasized and elaborated mainly by the Vijna

navada Buddhism begi~~ing about the fifth century A.D. 

The fi fth century A. D. is the start 01' the 

golden period of Indian philosophy. Here we find a tri-

parti te struggle between the HI"mamsa, 3 Nya.;)ra and Buddhi st 

schools. This tripartite struggle was originally started 

by Dinnaga, the father of medieval logic in India. He 

cri ticized the Nya~-Sutra of PJ{~apada Gautama and its 

commentary by Vatsyayana called ITxayabnasya • 
• 

Dig.."t1aga by the celebri ty he 110n in di spu
tations has been one of the most powerful 
prppaga tors of Buddhi sm. He is credi ted 'l'ri th 
having achieve the "conquest of the i'rorld. "* 
Just as an universal monarch brings under 
his ST,-Tay all India, so is the successful 
wi~~er of disputations the propagator of 
his creed over the 'Y'Thole of the continent 
of India. Cashmere seems to have been the 
only part of India where he has not been, 
but he 1'18.S visi ted by representatl.ves of 
that country who later on founded schools 
there. These schools carried on the study 

30 
~lula.]!:adhyam8:..ta::K~r.l}g~, Verse 1. 



of his works and produced several celebrated 
logicians. 31 

34 

*Footnote No. 1 in original source. dig-vijaya. 

Dinnaga felt that the charges lodged by the school 

of Nimamsa and Nyaya against the Buddhist doctrines could 

not be disproved without accepting a new form of logic. 

This new logic would enable Buddhism to be on an equal 

footing theologically, philosophically and religiously 

with the other Indian traditions. This was most essen-

tial since Buddhism until this time was devoid of an adequate 

framework in which to interpret the tradition of the Buddha. 

Dinnaga, however, gave a new definition of logic on the 

basis of Buddhist philosophy and from this standpoint he 

'c:ritH~ized the vle;,..rs"ofothers· 8~ndset forth a ne1'J' logical 

proof of Buddhist doctrines: 

The Buddhist philosopher Dinnaga 
(c. 425 A.D.) may be regarded as the 
founder of the school of pure logic in 
Buddhism •••• 

It is interesting to note that in 
the hands of Dinnaga, Nyaya becomes a 
pure science of logic • ••• "\'Hth Dinnaga, 
as with other logicians of the lI1edieval 
School, the utility of Nyaya primarily 
lay in its being a means of defence and 
attack in the philosophical controversies 
that were then raging in the country. 
He tries his best to demolish the posi
tion of Vatsyayana, the commentator of 
the lryaya-sutras. Udyotakara (c. 550 A.D.) 

31 
Th. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, Vol. I, 

"Introduction," p. 34. 



came fonrard to defend Vatsyayana against 
.J 

Diimagao 
The task of defending Diimaga against 

Udyotakara was undertaken by Dharmaklrti, 
(c. 600 A.De) pupil's pupil of Dinnaga •••• 
DharmakIrti also criticises the views of 
Bhartrihari and Kumarila as well. Dharma
kIrti·in his turn is criticised b~rVyoma£iva, 
Akalanka, Haribhadra and Jayanta.j~ 

Eventually the Jaina, Sanl\:hya-Yoga, Nlmamsa and 

Nyaya SChools also adopted their own logical methods to 

support their doctrines and criticize those of others. 

Uddyotakara, a propagator of the Nyaya School, in his 

book Nyaya-Vartika, has refuted the arguments of Dinnaga 

against Nyaya-doctrine. God, he holds, is the basis of 

Dharma because He is the only omniscient supreme being. 

He has proved the sole omniscience of God on the basis 

35 

of His fQ~ction as creator of the whole universe. Only a 

being who is the creator of the universe can be omniscient. 

It is, therefore, impossible for any h~~an being like the 

Buddha or Vardkamana to be the omniscient religious 

teacher. 

To answer the objections of Uddyotakara the 

Naiyayika and the r·rImamsakas and re-establish the 

Buddhist doctrines, Dharmaklrti wrote the ~_§tna-v;rtika • . 
- , 

His cri ticism was answ"ered by Vacaspati Hisra in his book 

Nyaya-Vartika-Tatpar~-TIka. DharmakIrti also criticized 

----------------------------------------------------------------
32 

A. S. Altekar, Introduction of the Pramanavartika
bhashyam, Ed. by Rahula Sankrt- yana, pp. 6-7: -



vigorously the doctrine of the r11niamsakas. His criticism 

- ,-was answered by Ktrnarila in his book Slokavartika. In 

order to re-establi sh the doc.trine of Hlmamsa he _ severely 

attacked the Buddhist doctrines and attempted to prove the 

authority of the Vedas. He holds that only the Vedas can 

be omniscient and an omniscient being is an impossibility. 

According to him, the non-omniscient teachers like the 

Buddha or Vardhamana should not be accepted as authority 

for Dharma. 

J Thus the schools of MIma.msa and Nyaya challenged the 

religious authority of Buddhism by seeking to disprove 

the omniscience of any human being. On this basis the 

Buddha I S teachings "regarding Dha~ were not accepted 

authori ta ti ve by them and w'ere seen as mi sleading. The 

- I attack of Kumarila, Uddyotakara. and Vacaspati IUsra on 

the doctrines of Buddhism and their refutation of the 

omniscience of the Buddha, shook the posi tlon 01' the 

Buddhism as religion and it became difficult for people 

to have faith in the teachings of the Buddha • 

.... Buddhism in India was doomed. The most 
talented propagandist could not change the 
run of history. The time of Kumarila and .. -Sankara-acarya, the great champions of 
brahmanical revival and opponents of 
Buddhisn;l, i'laS approaching ••• 0 What might 
have been the deeper causes of the decline 
of Buddhism in India proper and its sur
vival in the border lands, we never per
haps 1'1i11 sufficiently knml, but historians 
are-unanimous in telling us that Buddhism 
at the time of DharmakIrti was not on the 



ascendency, it l'TaS not flouri shing in the 
same degree as at the time of the brothers 
Asanga and Vasubandhu. The popular masses 
began to deturn their face from that 
philosophic, critical and pessimistic re
ligion, and reverted to the worship of the 
great brahmln gods .. 0". 

Dharmakirti seems to have had a forebod
ing of the ill fate of his religion in India. 
He was also grieved by the absence of pupils 
who could fully understand his system and to 
whom the .. continuation of his }:rork could qave 
been entrusted. Just as Dignaga had no famous 
pupil, but his continuator emerged a genera
tion later, so was it that Dharmakirti's real. 
continuator emerged a generation later.J3 

37 

The Buddhis theologians of this age felt the need 

to answer this challenge by establishing the· Buddha as the 

only omniscient religious teacher in order to prove that 

Buddhism is as valid as Hinduism. if not superior. They. 

have tried to prove that only a human being could be omni-

scient not the Vedas. or God. They also tried to demonstrate 

that among human beings who have been acclaimed as omni-

scient religious teachers only the Buddha is omniscient 

because his teachings have not been disproved by any valid 

means of cognition. They have used logical arguments to 

support the omniscience of the Buddha so that they could 

prove that Buddhism is the only true Dharm~, since only 

Buddhism has been taught by an oroniscien~ religious teacher. 

Dlnnaga .paved the way for development of the Buddhist 

proofs for the omnisciences of the Buddha by providing the 

33 
Th. stcherbatsky, op. cit. t p. 35. 
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logical structure. The later ,Sautrantika Vijnanavadin 

Buddhists adopted this dialectical method in discussing 

the omniscience of the Buddha. 

We should, hm'rever, remember that the 
logicians of the age had cultivated a 
purely rational'outlook to a great ex-
tent. Dinnaga was no doubt held in high 
esteem by the Buddhists but this did not 
preven t Dharma1;:I rti, hi s varti kakara • from 
dissenting from him and maint8:initTg-that the 
example, or Udaharap8:., cannot form Rar~ of 
syllogism. The very emergence of vartlka 
as a form of literature is a clear proof 
that rationalism. was fairly well developed 
in the peri od; the vartikakaras T/lere nQ 
doubt cornmen ting upon earlier 'Norl{s •••• )4-

DharmakIrti, however, has not re;sted his case on 

the omniscience of the Buddha, because he felt that the 

omniscience of any person cannot be examined by any 

empirical criterion. But he maintains that the Buddha 

is a reliable guide to Dharma, because he possesses true 

knowledge (j"nane:1r"an). 35 

This is much more so because the "VJhole 
chapter on the validity of knowledge is 
supposed to contain only a comment upon 
the initial stanza of Dignaga's work. 
This stanza contains a salutation to 
Buddha 'Nho along 1'Ti th the usual ti tIes is 
here given the title of "Embodied Logic" 
(wam'8.Y,la-E.bQ,:t§) .~- The "Vrhole of Nahayanistic 
Bttddhology, all the proofs of the existence 
of an absolute, Omniscient Being are dis
cussed under that head. 

34 
A. S. Altekar, £~~~., p. 7. 

35 
?ramana-Vartik~. ii, pp. 145-146. 
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We would naturally expect the work to begin 
with this chapter upon the validity of know
ledge and the existence 'of an Omniscient Being •••• 
A further notable fact is that the chapter on 
Buddhology, the religious part, is not only 
dl'0pped in all the other treaties. but Dha'1"Jna
kirti most emphatically and clearly expresses 
his opinion ·to the effect that the absolute 
omniscient Buddha is a metaphysical entity, 
something beyond time, space and experience, 
and that therefore, our logical knmiledge being 
limi ted to experience, we can nei ther thi.nk nor 
speak out anything definite about himt*-6~ we can 
neither assert nor deny his existence.3 
*Footnote No. 2 in original source. pramana
bhutaya jagad-dhi t?-i 91ne, etc. cp. Dut., I -

Ny"aya-pravesa, Introd. 
*-~-Footnote No.2 in original source., p.~ 39, Cpo 
the closing passage of Santanantarasiddhi, and 
NB~ III, 9? .. 

The omniscience of the Buddha was most convincingly 

demonstrated in the last phase of Indian Buddhism. Th. 

Stcherbatsky names it as liThe Third or Religious School 

of Commentators.,,3? This religious school has fol1m·red the 

logical tradition of Dinnaga in proving the validity of 

knowledge. In this connection they have logically established 

the concept of human omniscience as well as the omniscience 

of the Buddha. 

Prajnakaragupta in Pramanavartika-Bha~am (or 
co 

1- , 
Vartikala:f1karah), Santarak~ita in Tattvasangraha and 

i-
Kamalasila in his Panjika lifent further than DharmakIrti and 

dialectically established the concept of human omniscience 

36 
Th. Stcherbatsky, OPe cit., PPo 38-39. 

3? 
Ibid. t p. 40. 
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and omniscience of the Buddha while answering the objections 

of Vacaspatimisra and Kumarila. 

These Buddhist philosophers have accepted. the 

possibility of hTh~an omniscience and have maintained through 

various ::nodes of logical arg1J~'rfients that only the Buddha and 

no other religious teacher is omniscient, because his teach-

ings of Dharma have not been disproved by the accepted 

valid means of cognition (Pramana). 
-~ 

By holding the concept of hTh~an omniscience and 

omniscience of the Buddha, the Buddhists do not mean that 

the omni scient person should lrnmr all the objects of the 

l'Torld. Thei r primary aim is t.o prove that the Buddha has 

the knmrledge of supersensuous truths and his teaching of 

Dharma is the means of attaining heaven and liberation. 

The knmlledge of the Buddha is not hacrpered by obs tacles 

because he is omniscient. The Buddhists .indirectly 

establish the concept of hu~an omniscience in order to 

prove the exi stence of a person l'Jho knows the means lead

ing to heave and freedom. 38 Their main aim is to prove that 

the authority for Dharma is the teaching of an omniscient 

person and only the Buddha is an omniscient religious teacher. 

38 
Svargapavargasacrprapti Hetujno'sttti Gamyate; 
Saksanna Kevalam Kintu Sarvajno'pi Pratlyate. 

Tattvasang,raha, Verse 3309. 



Chapt.er 2 

OBJECTIONS AGAINST THE CONCEPT OF FIUMAN Or1NISCIENCE 

One of the orthodox philosophical schools, the 

Mlmamsakas, believes that only the Vedas are omniscient. 

No human being can be omniscient because of the mind's in

herent limitation. Kumarila, the expounder of th~ Mlmamsaka's 

view, vigorously argues that only the Vedas are omniscient, 

because it is the work in a spe.cio-temporal dimension--they 

a.re not l'1rl tten by man, for they B.re eternal. The Veda.s are 

the only basis upon which man can kn01'f the su:persensuous 
-truths, because they are omniscient (.§.arva;ffia). Therefore, 

the Vedas are the only authority upon which Dharma (religion) 

can correctly be based. 

It should be noted that this school is the most 

orthodox and firm supporter of the Veda.s. It denies through 

various arguments the existence of a creator of thetiniverse 

as well as the possibility of human omniscience. According 

to this school an omniscient person is non-existent, like 

a sky-lotus, because he is not apprehended by smy of the 

valid means of cogn1 tion. All objects cannot be knmm by 

anyone. Here the term tla11" (sarya) does. not mean objects 

41 
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other than Dharma and Adharilla (anti-religion) such as oil, 

I water and butter, and so on. 

In order to maintain the omniscience of the Vedas 

the Mlmamsakas have raised many objections against the 

existence of an omniscient person. First, they deny the 

possibility of human omniscience by logical arguments. 

second, they argue that the existence of an omniscient per-

son cannot be proven by any of the valid means of cognition. 

This school has established that the Vedas should 

be taken as the supreme authority regarding Dharma, Svarga, 

Moksa and other super-sensuous truths. Kumarila asserts 

that it is always doubtful whether the l'Tords uttered by a 

person are valid or not. Therefore, only the"";W~_d"§.,§. can be 
2 

omniscient, because they are impersonal. It is natural 

that this school would deny the existence of an omniscient 

person. Even those schools which believe in the existence 

of an omniscient person have criticized each other on the 

concept of human omniscience. The Buddhists say that 

1 
Atnapi P!'akrtam Kincittailodakaghrtadivat; 

" Tena Srvena °Sarvajnastathapyastu Na Varyate. 
Tattvasangraha, Verse 3131. rl _ 

2 , 
Dosah Santi Na santitt Pt~vacyesu Hi S~~kyate; J/,,_ __ 1 _ __ . 

Srutau Kartur Abhavan Nu Dosasamkaiva Nasti Na9. 
Ibid., Verse 2087. cf. Sloka Varttika~p. 74 (Chou. Edn.) 
CTITed in The C§!!t.:r.~lPhilos.~h-l of :S..B..ddhism, p. 281. 



Vardhamana, the Jaina teacher, should not be regarded as 

omniscient, because his "teachings of §.,yadvada and other 

doctrines are false. On the other hand, the Jainas say 

that the Buddha should not be regarded as omniscient,be-

43 

cause his teachings regarding the doctrine of momentariness 

(Ksanikavada) etc. are incorrect. Both the Jainas and the 
.. ': ~a::a; 

Buddhists have put forth reasoning and counter-reasoning 

but no definite criterion has been established to verify 

omniscience of a person. On this basis the MImamsakas COTI-

clude that the existence of such a person who knoW's every-

thing of the universe cannot be proved by any valid means 

of cognition. 

Theree.re'''t'r-!oposs'tbl'e in'terpreta ti ons of human 

omniscience. First, a person may know a little of the 

uni verse as a whole. Second, he may knoi'T the 1'~hole of the 

universe in full detail. 

However, it is futile to accept the first possib

ility. The objects of the world are either existent 

(bhava-ruEa) or non-existent (~hava-rupa). A man could 

not be called omniscient by knowing this epitome of the 

world. 3 Again, a person may not be called omniscient on 

the basis of this knowledge that all objects of the world 

3Bhavabhavasvaru-pam VajagatsarvamYadocyate; 
Tatsailk~.epe!].a Sarvajna~ Puru~a~ Kena Nesyate. 

Tattvasangrah~, Verse 3132. 
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are knowable (j'neya) and cognlsable (Prameya). Some 

philosophers have reached the conclusion that the world is 

divided into certain limited categories. The Budq.hists 

have postulated the "Five-Thought-Phases" (!'?-ncaskandha), 

the Vaise§lika have postulated "Six-Categories" (~at

padarthah) and the Sankhya have accepted "11-renty-fi ve

principles" (Tattvas)e But it is absurd to conceive of 

them as omniscient, because those who read their philo

sophical doctrines, would also become omniscient. 5 It is 

also impossible to regard a person as omniscient if he 

cognises six kinds of objects through the six valid means 

of cogni tion (;trama.:r;e). Consequently, that a person is 

omniscient cannot be proven on the basis that he knows a 
6 

little about the universe as a whole. 

As far as the second alternative is concerned, a 

person cannot know in full detail all the atoms contained 

even in a single body. How then is one to know' all the 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
4 
Evam Jneyaprameyatvasamksepenapi Sarvatam; 
A.$ritya Yadi Sarvajnal: Kastarn Varayitum K~amal). 

Tattvasangraha, Verse 3133. 

5 
Padartha Yaisca Yavantah Sarvatvenavadharitah; 
.Tajjnatvenapi sarvayna~'Sarve Tadgranthavedina~. 

Ibid., Verse 3134. 

6 
Tatha 9adbhil) Prama1).airyal) s,a~prameyavivekavan; 
So'pi Saj1k§liptasarvajnal). Kasya Nama Na Safumatah. 

~Ot Verse 3135. 



little details that constitute the whole universe. It is 

impossi b1e to have the knm'lledge of the entire universe 

even in a hundred years. At the same time this knowledge 

is as futile as examining the teeth of a crow because it 

has no bearing upon Dqarma and Adharm~ and it will not 

fulfil any purpose of mankind.? 
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Human omniscience cannot be established by perception 

and other valid means of cognition, so Dharma and Adharma 
8 

can be known only through the Ved~s. It is impossible to 

know them through the teachings of the Buddha and other 

religious teachers, because these teachings are not contalned9 

. ei ther in the Vedas or in the ,!l2~ (sub-revealed Ii tera·

t:ure like b ..... urve.9:.¥.-, El:anur,!z~ and the like), nor in the 

Angas (subsidiary sciences) of the Vedas or in the Pratyanga~ 

(auxiliaries) of the Y§da~. Again these teachers have not 

composed any scripture which provides the knowledge of all 

the objects. It is wrong to say that those objects which 

7 ; _ _ _ 
Ekasyai~a Sarirasya Yavantao Parama~avahi 
Kesaromani Yavanti Kastani Jnatumarhati: 
Samastavayavavyaktivistara Jnanasadhanam; 

. Kakadanta ParIk1?a.vatkriyam~igamanarthakam. 
Tattvasangraha, Verse~ 3137-3138. 

8sarvapramatrsambad~hapratyak9adinivara~at; 
Kevalagamagamyatvam Lapsyate P~yapapaYO~e 

Ibid., Verse 3142. 

9Naca Vedopavedangapratyangadyarthabodhanam; 
Buddhaderdrsyate V&kyam Sa Sarvajnah Katham Mudha. 

Ibid. t Verse 3146. . • 
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are not mentioned in' their teaehings might have been knO't'm 

them. In that ca,se all the poets should be regarded as 

omniscient due to the, composi tion of their poems. 10 

There are many teachers such as the Buddha, Kapila, 

Ka'tlada, Gautama, Vardhamana and others who are regarded as 

omniscient by their respective followers~ But it is not 

proper to regard them all as omniscient, because they have 

taught mutaully contradictory doctrines regarding super

sensuous objects. If the Buddha is omniscient, then what 

is the proof that Kapila is not so. If both are omniscient 

then there should not be any difference of opinion between 
11 

them. 

.,.~g.~in the'Brid.dh1sts are hot right in saying that 

that person alone can be regarded as omniscient whose teach-

ings cannot be contradicted by any valid means of cognition. 

The Buddhi sts assert that the Buddha should be regarded as 

omniscient in the sense that he directly knows the true nature 

of all things. His omniscience is derived from his unique 

teachings, teachings which are in accord with reality. In 

10 
Svagranthe~van1baddho'pi Svajnato'rtho Yad1~yate; 
sarvajnah Kavayah Sarve Syuh Svakavyanibandhanat. 

Tattvasangraha, Verse 3147: . 

11 
Sarvajne~u Ca Bhuyassu Vlruddharthopde$i~u; 
Tulyahetu~u Sarve~u Ko Namaiko'vadharyatam. 
Sugato Yadi Sarvajfia~ Kapllo Neti Ka Prama; 
Athobha.vapl Sarvajnau Natabhe-Dastayoh Kathara.. 

~., Verses 3148-3149_ . 
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other words, the Buddha is omniscient according to the 

Buddhists because his teachings are not heard or inferred 

from any external source, and because they describe the 

true nature of things. The same reasoning is used by the 

Di "b J i t th 1 i f V dh - 12 gam arara a nas 0 prove e omn sc ence 0 a _amana. 

Here again the matter is doubtful because both the 

and Jalnas have criticised each other on the conception of 

omniscience. On this ground the Mlmamsakas have refuted their 

doctrines very successfully.13 

The MImamsakas assert that no being can perceive 

super-sensuou.s truths; they can be observed only through 

the Vedas. 14 It is not correct to say that the Buddhists 

knOl'T super-sensuous truths through the tiords uttered by 
- I - • other Buddhas such as Kanaka, Kasys.pa and Dipankara and 

not .through the ~, because the re1iablli ty of their 

teachings also can be ascertained no more than that of the 

Buddha.15 The Buddhists are also not correct in saying that 

12 
panjika, 3153, p. 823. 

13 
Evam Sarvajna Ka1pe~u Niha te:;m Parasparam; 
Alpa~eSliikrtansarvan Vedavadal Hanisyati. 

Tattvasan~raha., Verse 3154. 

14 
TasmadatIndriyarthanam. SaksadrastaNa Vidyate; 
Vacanena Tu Nityena Yah Pa~yati'Sa Pasyati. 

l..l2.llL., Verse, 317'5. 

15 
Ibid., Verses 3176-3177. 
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the line ot" the Buddhas is beggingless. Therefore t the 

teachings prepounded by the Buddha should be regarded defect-

less and without beginning just like the Vedic tradition. 

The Mimamsakas de,clare that the teachings of the Buddha 

are not reliable because he has no direct knowledge of 
16 

Dharma. The mere fact that the teachings of the Buddha 

are beginningless as the Buddhists hold also does not prove 

that they are reliable. Neither reliability nor unreliabi-

lity is necessarily connected with the beginninglessness. 

For instance t real gold has be,en in use since the beginning 

of time, just like unreal gold, but both are not equally 
17 

real. 

It is also wrong to say that both the Buddha and 

the Vedas are equal source of right knmdedge, because both 

are omniscient. The. 1·11mamsakas do not believe in the exis-

tence of an omniscient person, because such a person cannot 

be proven by any valid means of cognition except non-apprehen

sion (abhava). Therefore the omniscient person who falls 

within the scope of non-apprehension cannot be placed at the 
18 

same level as the ~. 

16 
Na Sauddhodanivakyanam paratantryatprama1).ata; 
Apasyatah Svayam Dharma~ Tatha Sauddhodanerapi. 

Tattvasangraha, Verse 3179. 

17 
Ibid., Verses 3183-3184. 



Also the existence of an omniscient person cannot 

be proved on the basis of the proclamation of the Buddha 

himself, such as III am omniscient, perceiving all things, 

there is nothing that is unknown to the Tathagata, u19 be

cause there is interdependence in this assertion. 20 This 

statement cannot be accepted as reliable unless it is proved 

that it was spoken by an omniscient person. How can he be 

accepted as omniscient on the basis of his m'm declaration. 21 

Again the Buddha cannot be accepted as omniscient 
J _ ,_ 

on the basis of the assertion of the Sravakas such as Sari-

putra and others who declare the Buddha. the worthy scion 
,_ 22 

of the Sakya family, as omniscient. This type of state-

ments made by the non-omniscient person cannot establish the 

omniscience of the Buddha. If a person accepts this state-

18 

19 

Panjika, 3185, p. 830. 

Sarvajrlo'ham sarvadar$i Nasti Tathagatasya 
Kincidajnatamityadi. 

Ibid •• 3187, p. 831. 

~., 

20 
Tattvasangraha, Verse 3188. 

21 
sarvajnoktataya vakyam Satyafu Tena Tadastita; 
Katham Tadubhayam Siddhyetsidhan-I-1'G.lantarad!'te. 

Verse 3189. p. 832. 

22 ,_ 
flSarvajno'yam Sakyakulanandana Iti." 

Panjika, 3l90,p. 832. 



ment as authority. why does he not hold his own "Tords as 

authority. 23 

50 

The Buddhists hold that there has been a series of 

innumerable Buddhas in the past and this series is going to 

continue in the future also. The knowledge of the omniscience 
24 

of the BlJ.ddha is derived from the words of these Buddhas. 

In other words the omniscience of the Buddha is affirmed 

by the assertion of another omniscient person, that iS t 

another Buddha. On this basis the Buddhists establish the 

omniscience of the Buddha. The I11mamsakas t how"ever, do not 

accept this view also very convincing. If a single one of 

these Buddhas happen to be non-omniscient, then the omni-

science of the Buddha cannot be established through the 

words of the Buddha. 25 

The ~11mam.sakas further argue that the people of the 

present time are not able to lQ10W an omniscient person be-

cause no such person is present before them. Even a man 

contemporaneous with the omniscient person cannot know him 

as omniscient unless he himself becomes omniscient, for such 

23 
Tatt~~~gr,aha, Verse, 3190. 

24 " 
Paniika. 3191, p. 832. 

loI 

25 
Tattvasansraha, Verse 3191. 
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a man ~Tho is not omniscient, the teachings of the so-called 

omniscient person would be non-reliable and doubtful. In 

fact,. the reliabili ty of his words would not be more than 
26 

the words of any other person. 

It is also not proper to call a person as omniscient 

- who can know all things that are known to his disciple, be

cause it is not possible for him to know all the knowable 

-objects -of' other different worlds. It is impossi hIe- to 

believe that all men approach the Buddha simultaneously 

and he answers all their questions, because all men of the 

past, present and future from allover the world cannot be 

brought together. 27 

The omniscient person must know the things of the 

past and the future also. Otherwise he would be only a 

partial knower. However, it is impossible to knO~T the 

things of the future. Nobody can know future things by 

sense-perception, because what is still in the future, that 

is, non-existent, cannot be an object for knowledge, because 

a- future thing is not a real object. Inference and other 

26 
Tattvasanp:raha, Verse 3192. 

27 
I """"'- - ---- ..-Sarvasi,§>yairapi Jnatanarthan-Samvad.ayannapi; 

Na Sa~ajno Bhavedanyalokajnatarthevarjanat. 
Na Ca Sarvanarajilatajneyasamvadasambhava'Q.; 
Kalatrayatrilokasthairnarairna Ca Samagamah. 

Ibid., Verses 3194-3195. _ ... 
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valid means of cognition also cannot prove the apprehension 

of future things., because there shall be no inferential 

( 
~ _ ) 28 

mark lingabhava-d. and other necessary factors. Just 

like future things, there will be no apprehension of past 

things also because sense perception on any other valid 

means of cognition car~ot be applied there, as that also is 
29 

a non-enti ty. 

In addition, the description of the omniscience 

of Brahma and otmer Hindu deities is found in the Itihasa 

and the Purina of Brahmani~ (Hindu) literature. The 

Mimamsakas take these descriptions as commendatory 

(Arthavada).30 Or it can be said that their knowledge is 

certain regarding the objects spoken of in the ~~§~ 

,and Purana. Their knm'1'ledge is certain because they hllOW . 
Dharma in their o~~ selves through meditation. 31 Accord-

28 
Anagatena Dr~tam Ca Pratyakl?asya Nanagapi; 
Samarthyam Nanumanadijanma Lingadibhirvina. 

TattvasanEraha, Verse 3174. 

29 
Panj ika, 3174, p. 828. 

30 
Itihasa:puranesu Brahmadiryo'pi Sarvavit; 
JTIanamapratigham YasyaVairagyam Ceti KIrtitam. 
Gaunat"irenaiva Vaktavyah So'pi i<1antrarthavadavat; 
Yadva Prakrtadharmadi jnan§ (pra t~gha tocya te. 

Tattvasangrah~. Verses 3199-3200. 

31 
~., Verses 3201-3205. 
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lng to this Ii terature knmTledge is one of the ten imperish-
I 

able qualities of Lord Sankara, but he is not called omni-

scient. His knOl"1'ledge consists only in the dlrect percep

tion of his pure self. 32 

I 
Apart from this Brahma, Vi~~u and Mahesvara are the 

embodiments of the Vedas. The Vedas consist of the knoi'Tledge 

of all things. These Gods are omniscient in this sense. 

But the knowledge of the Bud.dha is, dependent upon himself. 33 

Furthermore, they are deities, superior to all human beings, 

so they can acquire the pure knm'lledge through medi tation. 

They are mentioned in the yed~§.t because they are equipped 

with eternal qualities and eternal function. 34 It is better 

to accept the fact that pharma -is taught by the Ved~.§. than' 

to hold that the omniscient person is mentioned in the Vedas. 35 

------------------------------'--,------
32 

Jnanam Vairagyamaisvaryamiti Yo'pi Dasavyayah; 
Sankara~ Sruyate so 'pi Snanavanatmavittaya: 

Tattvasaf.u3rah~, Verse 3206. 

33 
Athapi Vedadehatvadbrahmavi~~umahesvaral].; 
sarva.jnanamayadvedatsarvajna f.1anu~asya Kim. 
Kvaca Buddhadayoh Mart yah Kvaca Devottamatrayam; 
Yena Tatspard-Dhaya Te 1pl Sarvajna Iti Hohadrk. 

1E~1~3 Verses 3208-3209. . 

34 
Ibid., Verses 3210-3211. 

35 
Ani tyasya Tu Bud.dhader-na Ni tyagamagamya ta ; 
Nityatve Cagamasyeste Vrtha Sarvajnaka1pana. 

~." Verse 32120 ~ ~ . 
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According to the t·11mamsakas the clear and direct 

knowledge of Dharma is obtained from the Ve£~, because it 

provides a clear knmJ'ledge of everything. On the other hand, 

the omniscient person provides indirect and indistinct know-
36 

ledge of Dharm§;, because he has retired into Nirvana 

(liberation) and therefore ca~~ot be clearly perceived. If 

it is accepted that he has not entered Nirvana and is clearly 

perceptible even then he would not impart any teaching, 

because after reaching that state he has no desire for any-

thing. Even if he imparts some teachtng at this stage, it 

could not be heard by all men of the past, present and 

future. 37 

Thus the r-r1.mamsakas conclude that a person like the 

Buddha or Vardharmana should not be regarded as the knower 

of Dharma on the basis of the knowledge of a few supersensuous 

realities Q~less he is proved to be omniscient. 

The V~lid I1eans of CO,O;111Jion (,?ralIlana) 

The MImamsakas hold that the existence of an omniscient 

person c8.nnot be supported by any valid means of gogni tion. 

36 
Tattvasan~raha, Verses 3213-3214 

37 
Tirohitastu Veda.bodhita.sarvajnajnato Dharma-

Stasya Nirva1).amgatasyapra~-{a tatvat. Ani rva!).8.vas thayama
pyanicchaya Tadupadese"bhavat. Upadese tpi Sarvatra Sarvada 
Sarve§am Sravanabhavat. Pan,jik~, 3214, p. 838. 



Perception (Praty;a.k~a) inference (Anuman§;), analogy 

(upa.m2~~). Pres~~ption on necessary implication 
- I _ 

(Arthapatti). words (~abCi§:.) and non-apprehension CAbhava) 

55 

all these valid means of cognition cannot prove the existence 

of an all-knowing person. 

1. Perception (prat;y:ak~a) 

A man is called omniscient because he knows all 

things. This kno~ledge of all things could be attained 

either through sense-perception (Indriya,inan,?:) or through 

mental perception (NanQJnana).38 Sense-perception is limited 

in scope. Consequently, the apprehension of all things 

through perception is impossible. Otherwise, all the dlff-

erent things such as taste, odour and so on 't'Jould be appre-

hended through a single cognition at one and the same time 

which is not possible, there 'Would be no apprehenSion of 

many things such as the mental thinking of other men and 
39 

those things "\'Jhic11 are far away, or very §.mal.l or llj.d§.el1. 

Other~'Jise, all characteristics could be attributed to all 

38 
Sarvapada.rthaj"nanatsarvajna I ~yate, 'I'acca Sakal

avastuparijnanam Kadacidtndriyajnanena Va Bhavet, Hanojna.nena 
Va. Panji1<.:a, 3157, p. 824,. ' 

39 
Nabhude-Kena ,Jnanena YugapadaS'e§8,r·thasya Graha1).am, 

Anekena Bhavisyatiti. Yato Yugapadanekavij'nanasambhavat. 
Sambhave 'pi na Sarvapadarthagraha~amasti, Paracittasyendri-
yajnanavi 9ayatvat, AgocaTapraptasya Ca Durasuksmavyavahita.
derarthasya Tena GrahltuJla~8,l;:yatvat. Panjil{~, :3158, p. 82Lj,. 
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things. The apprehension of all things through mental-

perception is also not possible. Nental perception has no 

independent operation of its o-.'m. It is supported by the 

fact that the deaf or blind persons also are fOll..."ld in the 

world. Therefore, it follow"S from this that mental perception 

envisages only those things which are apprehended by sense-
40 

perception. 

It is inconsistent to say that a person can become 

ollL'1iscient by improving his pm'Ter of intelligence (Prajha) 

through the practice of Yo~ and medi tation. The pOTtier of 

intellect cannot reach the highest stage of perfection 

through any kind of Yo,gi c practi ce. Sense~percepti on can-

not tran'ScclJ.cl itsl i'nh'erent limitat:1.on and the mental cogni-

tion cannot overleap the range of knollTledge of repeated ex-

perience. The intellect may become superior but it cannot 

reach its perfection. By practice a man can jump to the 
41 

height of eight miles. All call-'Ylot knmlJ" all. The knm'T-

ledge of all objects cannot rest in one man. No one can 
42 

become omniscient. 

40 
Panji~, 3159, p. 825. 

41 
Da~ahastantaram Vyomlo Yq Namotpluty~ Gacchati; 
Na Yojana-masau Gant'luU ,I SaktofBhyasasatairapi. 

Tattvasan8]~, Verse 3168. 

42Sarvah Sarvam Na Janati Sarvajno Nopapadyate; 
Naikatra Parini~tha ~sti Jnanasya Puru.:;>e KvacitG 

~., Verse 3173. 
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Again the omniscient person ca~~ot be the object of 

mental-perception. In mental-perception a man can only 

apprehend those ideas which occur in his O1V'tl mind. He can

not comprehend the thought-processes 't'rhich are going on 

into the mind of other people. Also the o~niscient person 

cannot be proved to exist by mystic cognition (YOgij~ana), 

because it is doubtful 1'fhether he is apprehended in such 

perception or not. Therefore, it cannot be said with cer-

- 43 tainty that an omniscient person is seen by a mystic (1.0gi). 

2. Inference (Anuman~) 

The omniscient person ca~~ot be proved to exist by 

inference. The Buddhists regard infe::'ence as based upon 

three kinds· of' mar-1\: 

(Anu~labdhih); (2) causal relation (~arIa~ara~~pp~vah); 

and (3) the nature of things (SvabJ~a.vah). 

He cannot be proved by non-apprehension because 

positive not negative reasoning is required to prove his 

existence. He cannot be proved by causal relation , because 

the causal realtion is always based upon perception. The 

reaSon based upon the nature of things also cannot prove the 

existence of the omniscient person. His nature cannot be 

known, because he is not seen. 
4,4 

43 
-vji1<'- ~186 8 fan __ a,.,I J- p. 30. 

44 
I~~, 3186, pp. 830-831. 
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There could be three };:inds of fallacy in the reason-

ing for proving the existence of the omniscient person: 

(1) inad.missi ble (Asid~dha), (2) contradictory (iTiruddha), 
• 

and (3) inconclusive (Anaikantilq:). Any reason may be 

adduced as a property belonging to a positive entity 

(Bhavadharill2:), or to a negative entity (Abhavadharma), or 

to both. These three are the only possible al terxla ti ves. 

The reason adduce'd as a property belonging to a posl ti ve 

entity is inadmissible, because -that positive entity, that 

is, the omniscient person is still 'to be proved. The 

reason adduced as a property belonging to a negative en-

tity is contradictory. Such a reason would prove the non-

existence of the entity, that is, the omniscient person. 

The reason can..l'lot belong to both. because such a. reason 

would be incollclusi ve. Thus. none of the three l-(inds of 

mark can prove the inference of the existence of the omni-

4"' scient person. Nor is he seen by us at the present time. ~ 

3. Analogy (Upamana) 

The omniscient person cannot be proved to exist by 

analogy which is based on similarity (§d:Jya) and its adjuncts 

(~dhi). No person is seen at present time who may be called 

45 
Sarvajno Drsyate TavannedanImasmadadibhi~; 

. Dr9to Na Caikade~o 'sti Lingam va Yo 'Numapayet. 
Tattvasan~r.§h§., V'erse 3186. 



similar to the omniscient person. Hence the existence of 

the omniscient person cannot be proved on the basis· of 

Analogy. On the contrary, it is deduced from the Analogy 
46 

that there is no existence of an omniscient person. 

40 Presumption (Arthapatti) 

The omniscient person cannot be proved to exist 

through presumptio~. The teachings of the Buddha regard

ing Dharma and Adh~ can be accepted as authority only 

when his omniscience is established. As a matter of fact. 

no relationship has been perceived between the omniscient 

person and the teachings of Dh~ and Adharma. It can 

only be an instance of inference from a universal premise. 

According to the Nlmamsakas the teaching of Dharma may be 

due to dream, delusion, wrong teaching or the Vedas them

selves. 47 The Buddha is ignorant of the Ved~~, which has 

been accepted by the Buddhists themselves. Therefore, it 

46 
Sarvaj-rl"asadrsah Kad'cidyadi DrS'yetaSampra ti ; 
'_ .:J.,....".. _ ill 

Tada Galmyeta Sarvajnasadbhava Upamabalat. 
!attvasang~aha, Verse 3215. 

Ibi£1 •• 

47 I _ _ 

Upades(:,) Hi Buddhaderanya tha r pyupapadya te ; 
Svapnactidrst (Sta.m 1) Vyamoha (T) Vedadvadi 

(Ccavif)·Tatha«Tham ) Srutat. 
Verse 3223. 

Upade~o Hi Vyamohadapi Bhavati, Asati Vyamohe Vedadapi 
Bhe:vatI'ti Sab.a;ra Bha~ya cited in Panjika 3223, p. B39. 

59 
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is deduced that the teachings of the Buddha and other 

wicked teachers might have proceeded from sheer delusion 
48 for deceiving people. Because a man who is ignorant of 

the Vedas cannot base his teachings upon the Vedas. In fact, 

the Buddha has imparted his teachings only to the ignorant 
I 

persons and to the §udra~. If his teachings regarding 

Dharma had been based upon the Vedas, then he would have 

imparted his teachings to the ~c scholars and the learned 

Brahr.a.anas as r,Ianu and the other Brafullanic teacher who were 

learned in the Vedas have done. 49 Nanu and other teachers 

were learned in the Vedas and they were dependent on the 

Vedas so far as the teaching of ~ is concerned. They 

were well kno1'm among the Brahrhartas and the Vedic scholars 

who accepted their teachings, because their works have been 

based on their 1l.'1derstanding of the Vedas. 50 

----------------------------
48 

. Ye Hi Tavadavedajnaste~am Vedadasambhavah; 
Upadesakrto, Yastairvyamo-Hadeva Kevalat~ 
Si~yavyamohanartham Va Vy~mohad Va'Tadasryat; 
Loke DUl:?topadeEJtn}2..nlupadesaQ, Pravarttate. 

Tattvasangra~, ~erses 3224-3225. 

49 
Ibid., Verses 3226-3227; cf. ?anjika, 3226-

3227. 

50 
Ye Tu Hanvadayah Siddhah 

- I ... .. 
Trayividasritagranthaste 

T.9. ttvasa~-E:;:a1:..§:, ;Verse 3228. 

Prardhanyena TrayIvidam; 
Vedaprabhavoktayah • • 
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, 
5. Words (S~) 

I 

The knowledge ~Thich proceeds from words (Sabde) is 
I ,_ 

called verbal cognition (8abda Pramana). This Sabda Pramana 

is based on two sources, first,that which is based on eternal 

words (Nity"asabdajani taTl!) , and the second, that which is 

based on the utterance of men (paurUseyadhvanihetuke~)!l . . .. 

The human omniscience cannot be established by the means 
I 

of Sabda Pramana. There is no declaration in the Vedas 

regarding the existence of an omniscient person. At the 

same time he cannot be proved by an artificial truth,52 

The Upani§adic dee.larations such as "Ee 'tlho is truthful . 
in words, truthful in volition, truthful in desires, 

53 should be sought and should be desired to be knm·m," 

are only commendatory according to the MImamsakas. There 

ca..n be no reliabili ty in the human assertion such as it 

has been quoted in the Buddhist scriptures: liThe blessed 

51, 
Sabdadasannikrste trthe Yaj jayate Jnan8..!il 

Tacchabadam, Tacca Dvividham rTityasabdajanitam Pauru~eya
DhvanihetukamCa. Panjika, 3187, p. 831. 

52 I ~ 
Nacagamavidhih Kascinnityasarvajnabodhakah; 
Krtrimena Ca Satyena Sa Katham pratipadyate. 

Tattvasangraha: Verse 3187. , 

53 
"Yah Satyavak SatyasafL1<alpah Satyakamah So 

JnveSl1favya1) Sa·Vijijnasi:tavyalJ.tI From'Upanisad cited in 
Panjika, 3187. p. 831. 
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Lord the T&_thap~ata, the :&Eba! •. is Truly Enlightened. II 

I 

Thus human omniscience cannot be supported by Sabda 

Pramana. 

6s Non-apprehension (Abhava) 

The existence of an omniscient person cannot be 

62 

proved by any of the above mentioned five valid means of 

cognition. Therefore .• it is c;oncluded that his existence 

can be affirm.ed only by non-apprehension (Abhava),55 the 

sixth valid means of cognition. 

Thus KUJD.arila, the expounder of HImamsa school, 

establishes the fact that human oillniscience canno~ be 

proved by reason or any valid means of cognition. 

Argur!len~s q~ Samata_.@:11.d YaJnata 

Samata and Yaynata hold that the concept of human 

omniscience is purely baselesf'. It is 1-londer hm'l people. 

believe in omniscient person. 56 

54 
flSarvaj'no 'Ham. Sarvadarsi, !\fasti Tathagatasya 

Kincidajnatamityadi. 1I Cited in Panjika, 3187 v p. 831. 

55 
Evam Pancabhirapi Pramanairna Sarvaj'nah 

- I ~ -Siddhyatiti Parisesyadabhavenaiva Gamyat Iti Siddho 
'B~~vapramana--VisayIkrtavigrahatvadityayam Hetuh. 
Fanjika 3229,p. 8)1. . . 

56. ,...". _ .._ . _ __ 
Evam Barvajnata Pu.YJ.sam svatantrye!)a Niraspada; 
Idam Ca Cintyate Bhuyah Sarvadarsl Katham fiIatah. 

~attv~ha, Verse 3247. • , 
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Does the omniscient person kn01'T all things simul-

taneously or in succession? Does he know them as possess-

ing one nature or only very important aspects? Or. is he 

called omni sci e!il t because he has the power to know' all 
57 

things? Just as fire is ca.lled the "all-devourer" (Sarva-

BhuKL~~), although it is not' devouring all things, either 
58 

simultaneously or successively. 

If it is accepted that the omniscient person appre-

hends all things simultaneously, that is, a.t one and the 

same time, then there are t1'TO possible, al terna ti ve vieiis 

regarding hi s apprehensi on. First. does he apprehend all 

things by a single cognition? Or, does he apprehend all 

things at once" through several cognitions? The first 

alternative cannot be accepted because two contradictory 

situations cannot be cognized by a single cognition. The 

secona alternative is not convincing either, because many 

divergent cognitions cannot appear at one and the same time. 

In fact there has never been an experience of several 

57 
Yugapatparipatya Va Sarvam Caikasvabhavatah; 

._ I _ ~ 

, Jananyathapradhanam 
Jattvasapg~ha, Verse 3248. 

Va Sa.ktya Vesyeta SarVB.1tl t • .. 

58 
r.anj ilea t 321+8, p. 845. 

59 I _ ~ ___ ~ 

Yugapacchucyasucyadisvabhavanam 
Jnanam Nailcadhiya Drstam Bhinna 

# ' J. "I ~ • Tattvasangraha, Verse 32~'9. 

\T,irodhinam; 
Va Gatayah Kvacit. , 

59 
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cognitions in one single consciousness. 

64 

Just what does it mean to speak of cognizing all things 

by several cognitions in one moment? It is not possible to 

know, even in hundreds of years, all the innumerable things 

of the pastil pres!ent and future. 
61 

If it is accepted that the omniscient person apprehends 

only the "uni verslal forms" (Samanyaru:ga) of all things and 

he does not perceli ve their "specific indtvidua,ll ties lt (Svalak-
62 

~a?-a.ni), then what is the use of such a person who knOi'1S 

only the "uni vers'al form u and not the I!specific individual! ty. tl 

Again the apprehension of the lIunlversal forml! by the 

said omniscient person may be either true or false. If it 

is'true~" then 1'1; ;ll1.eans:"that aii" things a.'re "01;;, that is. free 

from plurality. This oneness of all things is contrary to our 

63 normal experience. In that case there would be no dif-

ference between ~e disciple, omniscient person, Dharma, 

Adharma and the teachings of the omniscient person, because 

60 
pa$jika, 3249. p. 845. 

61 
Bhutam Bhavadbhavisyacca Vastvanantam Kramena Kah; 

• ' .... _lo',.j ~ 

Pratye~~~ Saknuyadboddhum Vatsaranam Satairapi. 
!~ttvasan5raha, ~erse 3250. . 

62 
!,R14, •• Verse 3251. 

63 
llli~ ~ Verse 3253. 
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the "distinctive characteristic" (Svabhava) of these things 
64 

cannot be cognized. 

The omniscient person would become a deluded person 

if his cognition of the oneness of all things is·false. In 

that case there would be no faith in his words which are as 
. 65 

good as the words of an intox1.cated person. 

The Buddnists hold the~t the omniscient person perceives 

all actions (Karmas) and their causes through extraordinary 

cognition produced by comm~~ion (samadhl).66 However, the 

validi ty of this ste.teme11t c8.l'mot be proved. There is no 

valid means of cognition to establish the fact that an orrm1-

scient person perceives through extraord1narycognition. 

N ei ther percept10n nor inference nor· ~ prove s that the 
67 

omniscient person does so or not. When the apprehension 

of the omniscient person through extraordinary cognition it-

self is not evident, there 1s no use 1n inferring l'1hether 

he perceives all things simultaneously or successively 

64 I 
1__ 

Tatascs Sl~yasarvajnadharmadharmataduktayat; 
Na Syurvo Bhinnarupatve Svabhavanavadhar~t .. 

T8;~!2v.2-s.£::ngraha, Verse 3254. 

65 
~ •• Verse 3255. 

66 . J ""V__ 

Sahetu Sakalam Karma Jnanenala~~ikena yah; 
Samadhijena Janati Sa Sarvajno YadIsyate: 

~.~ Verse 3256. 

67 Pratyak:samanumanam Va sabdam va. Tadatatkrtam; 
Pramanamssya Sadbhave Nast1t1 Nesti Tadr~ah. 

):..:£.id ~ I Verse 3257. . . 
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Eit.her lithe power of perceiving all thingsll itself 

does not exist or if it exists, it should be present in all 

68 persons. Consequently all persons should know all things. 

But it is a fact that all people do not knm'1 all things. 69 

Thus these Buddhists conclude that human omniscience cannot 
70 be established by any accepted valid means of cognition. 

When the existence of an omniscient person 1s not proved, the 

pharma cannot be known by human assertion. 71 Consequently, 

the teachings of the Buddha or any other so-called omniscient 

person cannot be taken as authority for Dharma. 

Here in this chapter we have outlined the arguments 

which the N'imamsakas make against the possible existence of 

an omniscient person. They argue from what is logically 

possible and impossible and from 1'IThat for them is the only 

accepted authority for truth regarding ~h~r§~ and ~dharma, 

that is, the Vedas. NOi'1' ,'1e must show how· the Buddhists 

attempt to meet these objections to their thesis that the 

human omniscience is possible and the Buddha is the only 

omniscient religious teacher of Dharma. 

68 
Tattvasangraha, Verse 3258. 
---.--- . '0< 

69 
1E1£., Verse 3259. 

70 
~.f Verse 3260. 

71 
Ittham Yad§. Na Sarv-aj'nal) Ka~cldapyupapadyate; 
Na Dhannadhigame Retu..'1 Pauruseyam Tada. Vacah. 

Ibid. f Verse 3261. .. • 



,Chapter :3 

BUDDHISTS f ARGm1ENTS IN SUPPORT OF HUNAN 
OMNISCIENCE 

The main concern of this chapter is to show the 

logical argument8 offered by the Buddhists, for exa.mple, 
1- • 1_ 
santarak~ita and Eamalasila to support the concept of human 

omniscience. In the previous chapter we have already seen 

that the MImamsakas have refuted the omniscience of the 

Buddha as well as the posstb111ty of human omnscience throu.gh 

logical reasoning, so nO'l'l 1I1e shall look at the Buddhist 

point of view. 

In order to establish the possibility of human omni-
1_, /-

science, Santarak~ita and Kamala.sila have set forth various 

modes of arguments. First, they give the definition and 

criterion of an omniscient person. Second. they establish 

that the possibility of human omniscience cannot be denied 

by any of the valid means of c~ogni tion. 

Who is an omniscient person? Holding the Buddhist 
f _ • 

view' Santaraksi ta claims that that particular person should 

be called om.niscient who has the true knowledge of all the 

objects. and whose kn01'iledge has been found qui te rea.sonable 
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and satisfactory after careful examination. These criteria 
1 of an omniscient person he asserts, cannot be contradicted. 

In fact, omniscience means the true and perfect 

knowledge of each and every object without exception. The 
2 

true 1mo~ler cannot mi sconcet ve anything. Only an ornni-

scient person can be a 1:i:rue knew'a1" of everything. That is 
i/, / 

" why Safitaraksi ta holds that t~t parson 1s omniscient who 

knows the real nature of the universe as soulless, momentary 

and f.ul1 of suffeiTing. 3 

Kama1a~11a further adds that that person alone should 

be regarded as omniscient whose teachings cannot be contra
l} 

dicted by any valid means of cognition. 

What is the .crt,tarion to determine l~hether or not 

a parti culBr perslon is omni sci en t? The Buddhi sts hold, says 
1_-
Santarak~ita, that the criterion of an omniscient person is 

tha t he imparts t:eaching regarding heaven (svarg~) and 

Ii beration (Apava;rge.) very clearly and distinctly because 

-------------~-----------------------------------------------
1 

Samyak Sarvapadarthanam Tattvaj~nacca Sa~~avit; 
Hetavato Na Saffibodhya Sandlgdhavyatirekita. 

Tattvasangrah~, Verse 3330. 

2 
Panj ita p 3330, p. 867a 

3 I ~ 
Anlrd.lstaviseso 'pl Sarvajnah Ko 'pi Sambhavet; 
Yo Yath~~at Jagatsarvam VettyanatmadiRnpatah. 

Tattv8§iahgraha., Verse 3337. 

4 
~nJJ.ka, 3151 p. 823. 



he knm'1s their real significancesa Otherwise, there is no 

use in finding but a person who possesses the knowledge of 

other things than the above. for instance, the knowledge of 

the number of sands of the cc,ean. 5 It is their conviction 

that the knowledge of an omniscient person r~garding pros-

parity, heaven, liberation, Dharma, self and other super-
6 

sensuous truths is untrammelled by normal experience. 

x An omniscient person ts one who apprehends the true nature 

of all things of the past, present and future. He perceives 

existing things as existent, and non-existing things of the 

past and future as non-existent. In other words, the cogni

? tion of an omnislcient person is unlimited. He 1s called 

omniscient becauise he mows all actions wi th their causes 

and effects through a single extraordinary cognition pro

duced by meditation and communion (sama£h!).8 

5 
Svargap~vargamatrasya Vispa§tamupade$ata~; 
Pradhanarthaparlj:nsnatsarvajna Itt Gamyate. 
Samudrasikatasankhyavljnanam Kvopayujyate; 
Tasyasmakamatotnyarthajnanasamvedanena Kim. 

Tattvasangraha, Verses 3528-3529. 

6 
Yasmadabhyudaye Mokse Sahaitaih Sadhitafu Pura~; 
Jnanama~ratigham Te~amavai~1kamatlsphutam. 

ill£., Verse 3533 

7 
Ekajllanaksanavyapte.nihse sa Jn8yamandalah j 
'Prasadh1 to iii SarvaJna.i]. Kramo Nasriyate Tata~. 

lli£,,'. Verse 3657; cf.t PanJ.ik~_ 3627, p. 929. 
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/- /-
Santarak~ita and Kamalasila, the expounders of Buddhism, 

hold that only an omniscient person can perceive Dharma, be

cause he knows each and. everything about the un1 verse in-

eluding supersensuous truths like PEa~£, heaven, and 

liberation~ In fact, by proving the existence of an omnl-

scient person through logical arguments they do not mean to 

seek a man who knows everything other than ~parma. Their 

main aim is to search for a person who knows Dharm~. This 

is possible only through an omniscient person. The mind of 

an omniscient person becomes free from the hindra.nces of 

affliction (Kles'gvat:a!1~) snd the cognisable things (Jne~- . . 
varana.) • On accotmt of the latter, Dharma and other super-

~ 

s'ensuous rei;:li ties are revealed to his consciousness .. 
9 

Is it possible to apprehend supersensuous realities? 

Certainly it is not possible through normal vision. However, 

it is possible for an omniscient person, because he removes 

the hindrances of cognisable things by the practice of .loga. 

The Buddhists hold that the manifestation of ·supersensuous 

.~truths . is possible because of the illuminative charac-

teri sti c of knowledge. In other words, the nature of knol'l-

8 
Sahetu Ssohalamkarma. Jnanena,la.ukikena Yah; 
Samadh1jena Jsnati Sa SarvaJ:no'pad1syate: 

1a.:!!tyasangra}!§!. Verse 3638. 
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ledge 1s that of light. It 1s clear (Nirmal) because it 

1s free from the, hindrances of affliction and the cognisable 

things. It 1s not shaken by the force of passion. Just 

like a lamp, it throws light on the Objects. IO 

Therefore, it is qui tie possible for an omniscient 

person to have the direct knot'lledge of supersensuous truths 

like .£..harma and others, because he acquires perfect i'tlsdom 

by the means of ~. 

How can a person be the perceiver of Dharma when he 

also perceives the unclean things like taste and others 

simultaneously? In fact an omniscient person perceives 

only through the mind without the help of sense-contact with 

the 'objects •. He may;;ot': b~' ci~tract~d'from h1s si tua'tion as 
"': 

the perceiver of Qharm~, even if he has the sense-contact 

with the objects, because the objects of the world are only 

illusory. The objects of the world are only manifestations 

of the consciousness (Vij$.ana). Therefore, his five-fold 

actions are not influenced by the afflictions and his mind 

also cannot be disordered by perceiving impure things, be-

cause he perceives the objects of the world in their real 
11 

illusory form. This objection is possible only in the 

10 
Panjik~, 3269. p. 847. 

11 
Bhutarthabhevanodbhiitamanasenalva Cetasa; 
Aprapts Eva 'Vedyante Nindita Api Samvrtau~ 

Tattv~sangrahat Verse 3319. . 
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realism l-There matter is conceived as eternal and real.' But 

it is not applicable in idealism in which the Buddhists be-

lieve that the w0rld arises only from consciousness. The 

ornnisc,ient person removes all the impurities and realizes 

the absolute reality, so he does not perceive the objects 

in the same form as they appear in the apprehension of 

ordinary men as real. 12 

1- • 
santarak~lta does not agree with" the vie"q of the 

Mlmamsakas that the omniscient person is not perceived by 

any of the valid means of cognition (E!'ama~a) except non

apprehension, so only the omniscient eterilel Veda.§. should 

be accepted as the authority~r Dharma. His first argument 

is that according to the view of the Mlmam,sskas the anthor 

of the Vedas "Tou1:d have to be a personl'lho ha.s the pO't'l'er of 

percel ving superslensuous tru ths 0 In other words, he 

should be omnlsciient, because h.e is supposed to knO~l the 
13 

true nature of all things, 

The Buddh:lsts have already proved that the author 

of the Veda.§. can be only a person ~Tho has acquired the knm'l-

ledge of supersensuous truths like Dharma. Thus it follows 

that the existence of an omniscient person must be accepted 

12 
Panjika" 3319. pp. 864-65. 

13 
Tattvasangrap~, Verses 326l-326~. 

" -
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who is the direct perceiver (Sakss.t-dras~) of supersensuous 
~ . 

tlruths. . It is nlot possi ble to percel ve anything through the 
14 

Ved.a.s. 

His second argument ls that it is not possible to 

know Dharma and other supersensuous truths through the 

~~~. In fact, the Ved~ which are considered to be oa~i

scient and eternal words by the Mlmamsakas, are impossible. 

Even if it is accepted that there is a possibility of having 

the eternal Vedas even then, lt 1s not proper to accept 

that they are the means of knowing the supersensuous truths, 

like Dharma, Svarga and ~loks§:c They ca~not reveal their 

meanings in succession, because when the cause is present, 

there Ii the effect shOu.ld'appee;.r' all at orie 'smd the" sanic 

time. Again, in that case they will reveal the first effect 

over and again e~en at the succeeding moments. Furthermore, 

the capacity of r~vealing their meanings is not inherent in 

the Ved~. Othepiise they should reveal their meanings 

simultaneously. Also, the capacity of revealing their mean-

lngs cannot be due to any other instl~ental cause, because 

that capacity is not considered different from the very 

nature of the Vedas. Even if the instrumental cause is accepted 

14 
TasmadatlndriyarthBnam Saksadrastaivavidyate; 
Natu Nityena Vacasa KascitpasyatYasambhavat. 

Tattvasangraha, Verse 3263~ 
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there could be no relationship betii"een it and the ved~~.l5 

It follows from the above statement that the Vedas 

can be accepted as authority :tor Dharma only when they are 

written by an omniscient person. The author of the Vedas 

who reveals heaven, sacrifice and other supersensuous 

truths must be a person who has realized them first; 

or he should knOii'1 the significance of ,aak:ti and Purusa. 

Or he should be knower of all Dha~. Otherwise the 1."e-
16 lia bility of the Vedas cannot be accepted. 

Thus the rlImamsakas are wrong in holding the view' 

that the concept of human omniscience is an impossibil1ty. 

His existence cannot be denied in all three times--past, 

present and future by any valid means of cognition. It is 

wrong to say that a particular object does not exist. because 

it is not seen. l ? According to the Buddhists there is the 

highest stage of wisdom which constitutes omniscience. There

fore, the object,ions lodged by the Nimamsakas aga1nst the 

concept of human omniscience 1s not applicable here. 18 

15 , 
Nityas~a Vacasah Saktirna Svato Vapi Nanyatah; 
Svarth9. jnane Bamu tpadye Kramakrama virodha tal).: 

Tattva~n8~ah~, Verse 3264; and Panji~t 3264, p. 846. 

16 
Tattvaisarig;:~r Verses 3265-3266c 

17 
Ibid., Verse 3503. 
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The Valid Means of Cognition (prama~a) 

The conc:ept of human omniscience cannot be disproved 

by any of the vaiid means of cognition, viz., perception 

(pratyak~),infe~ence (Anumana), presumption (Artnapatt\), 
I 

analogy (UEamana), scripture 

apprehension (Abpaya). 

or words (§abda) or non-

1. Perception (prat~ak~a) 

The conclept of human .omniscience cannot be disproved 

by perception. There can be 11.0 annullment in a case where 

pereception is nlot applicable at all. The cogni tions appear~ 

tng in the minds of other people are not perceived by a per~ 

son who is not omniscient. The conclusion which is deduced 

from the ins.pplicabiIi ty of perception is qui te different 

from the conclus~on which is brought about by the applicab

ility of percept~on. In fact applicability and non-appli-

cability are contrary to each other and cannot co~exist in 

one and the same thing. Aga.in the inapplicability of per

ception is not invariably concomitant with the non-exis-

tence of the thing concerned. because the perception is 

inapplicable, if the thing is hidden or remote. The state-
. 19 

ment that "perception having c~eased proves the non-existence, 11 

18 
Tattva,sangraha, Verse 3509. 

19panjika, 3268, p. 848. 



does not mean that perception has disappeared from the 

present state. The Buddhists have alre.ady proved that the 

past and future things do not exist at all. There would 

not be any perception of what is non-existent. SecondlYt 

the meaning of the statement may be accepted in the sense 

that though exi$ting at the present moment it does not 

appear in conneotion with a certain thing. Even so, it can-

not prove the non-existence of the thing in question. The 

visual perception does not appear in connection with odour 

or taste. But this does not prove that these latter do not 

exist at all. ~hus perception cannot prove the non-existence 

of anything. 
1_. 
Santaraksita says that the Buddhists declare .. 

the"ri'o:n:exlstenc,e .or a jar or a.nything; else on the basi s of 

perception itself, in the form of non-apprehension" When 

two things are capable of figuring in the same cognition J 

the appearance of one implies the non-existence of the 

other. But the omniscience appearing in the same cognition 

'- -with something else is never cognized. Thus Santarak§ita 

concludes that the non-existence of human omniscience cannot 
20 

be deduced by the presence of any other thing. 

2. Inference (~umana) 

Inference also cannot disprove htLTlla.n omniscience for 

20 
Pa~d1ka, 3268, pp. 848-849. 
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it all'Tays envisages affirmation. Negation is envisaged by 

non-apprehensio:m only. It can be said that inference is 

not absolute negation but only the relative negation. In 

other l'J'Ords lt it is the negation of omniscience in relation 

to all men. Even so, inference is not possible, No :markll 

(Linge.) is knOll.'n to be presen.t in all men, which is 1n-

21 
vari-ably concord tant wi"th omni science. 

J. Presumption (Arthapatti) 

Presump'tlon too cans."'lot negate huma.n omniscience. 

First, the Buddhists do not admit of any means of cognition 

apart from perception and inference. Second, presumption 

is based upon' the idea that s. certain seen or heatd f£:.ct is 

explicable only on the basis of the unseen factors. But 

there is no factor among men 'which can cause us to presume 
22 

the non-existence of human omniscience. 

4. Analogy (Upamana) 

Nor can analogy reject the concept of human omni-

science. A man apprehends by analogical cognition either 

the remembered thing having for its adjunct the similarity 

of the thing lIThich is present before the eyes, or mere 

similarity of the thing before the eyes with the remembered 

2~anjika, 3268, p. 849. 

22Ibi~., 3268, p. 849~ 
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thing. Thus what is remembered and perceived as similar, 

is the object of analogical cogni ti on. 23 Nobody can knmr 

the cognitions occurring in the mind of all men. So nobody 

can remember them. Nor can any body know any such property 

in common with non-omniscience. on the basis of which the 

non-omniscient character of men could be cognized through 

analogy. All men may be alike on the ground of being exis-

tent; but slmilarity of existence does not prove their non-
24 

omniscience. 

The conclept of human omni science cannot be di sprayed 

by analogy. One can deny the concept of human omniscience 

only after seeing all men of all times, far and near. In 

that case he· himlselfwould.be OID.niscient. 25 

; 

5. Scripture or Words (Sabda) 

Words, a,s a means of eogni tion cannot set aside the 

concept of human omniscience Q The l'<l1mamsalrss themselves 

recognize that. l'iords emanating from human beings are not 

reliable in supersensuous truths. The Buddhists ha.ve a1-

ready proved the. t v-ifords l'J"hi ch are not emanated from huma.n 

23 . , . 
Tasmadyatsmaryate Tatsyatsadrsyena Visesitam; 

I Prameyamupamanasya Sadrsyam Va Tadanvitam. 
ID-0lcavartika (Upamana, 37), quoted in Panjika, 3268, p. 849. 

24 
l:,anjika, 3268, pp. 8L}9-850. 

25 • 
Tattvas§~~ah~. Verses 3558-3561. 
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beings are not reliable. Apart from this, there is no 

Vedic assertion that all men are non-omniscient. The fact 

that human omnislciences is not mentioned in the Vedas 

cannot establish the non-omniscience of all men. 
26 

6 ( - ) • Non~Apprehension ,Abhava 

It is inconclusive as well as inadmissible to take 

non-apprehension as a proof against the concept of human 

omniscience. If it is used in the sense of absolute nega

tion, then it cannot form either the cognition or the means 

of cognition of the omniscient person because it is a non-

entity. If it is taken to be a relative negation, even 

then 1 t lJould ll~rf, be reila1?le, because it l'lould be the nega-

tion of the means of cognition. It cannot be taken as a 

particular form of cognition that an omniscient person does 

not exist, because he is not perceived by anyone of the five 

means of cognition. If it is used in this sense. then it 
27 would not be a valid means of cognition. Thus non-

apprehension which is taken to be a kind of inference by 

the Buddhists, cannot disprove the concept of human omniscience. 

NOli what is the meaning of non-apprehension? Does it 

26 
Panlika~ 3268, p. 850. 

27 
~ •• 3269, p. 8500 
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mean the absence of one's own apprehension or the absence 

of the apprehension of all men? Again is non-apprehension 
28 

without any qualification or is it qualified in some way? 

The absence of one's own apprehension of the omniscient 

person cannot disprove the concept of human omniscience. 

Without a qualification, it 1s inconclusive. With a qu~li

fication it has no substratum. The three basic forms of 

non-apprehension also cannot pro-ve his non-existence. The 

pervader and the pervaded, the cause and the effect and 

contrariness are possible only when the thing concerned is 

perceptible. Asain there can be no certainty in his non-

apprehension by ,all men. The omniscient person perceives 
29 

himself by htmse,lf, because he is self-luminous. 

Inference as a Proof of Human Omni sci. ence 
1_. 
Santaraksita. attempts to establish the concept of 

human omniscience by inference. Some people apprehend the 

omniscient person by inference. Hence there is a probability 
30 of his existence though the proof is not obvious at present. 

28 - 8 Tattva$angrah~t Verses 3277-32 1. 

29 
svayamevatmanatTmanamatmajyotih sa.Pasyati; 

. -I I _.~ ( -

Ityapyasnkyate'Tasca Sarvadr~~iraniscita. 
Ibid •• Verse 3290. 

30 
~ •• Verse 3295. 
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Even if there is no inference. that does not mean the ,absence 

of human omniscience, because the means of cognition caTh~ot 

be the cause for the existence of a thing. It cannot be 

said that there can be no doubt regarding the existence of 

only that thing which has been seen somet'lhere previously. 

In that case, one's mother's marriage becomes disproved. 31 

There 1s always doubt, according to the Buddhists, when there 

1s no valid means of cognition regarding the existence or 

non-existence of things. A man cannot cognize a thing when 

his eyes are not perfect. The same is true in a situation 

when the eyes are perfect but the object is not there. Just 

like the conception of other men, the omniscient person 

cannot be seen dtrectly by a.ull \~ttted persons .. His !:t'ctivity 

cannot be cognlz;ed just like the feeling of love arising in 

other men e Just like the fire in the iron ball, he is not 

constantly active. Again there shall be no cognition of con

nection of an o~niscient person with action. It 1s for 

this reason that it is said that his existence cannot be 

proved by inference. Sometimes the concerned thing is 

found to exist even when the inference is inoperative, as 

in the case of ned-hot iron ball.
32 

31 
Tat tva sangraha, Verse 3299. 

32 
~., Verses 3303-3306. 
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,- 1-

San taral{~i ta and Kamalasi la hold that the omni-

sicent person knows all actions with their causes and re-

suIts by a single extraordinary cognition produced by 

Samadhi. The Buddhists have proved the concept of human 

omniscience through inference. They hold that human omni

s~_ience can be proved at least by one valid means of cogni

tion that is, inference. This establishes the fact that 

the omniscient ~erson really eXists. 33 

The Buddhists have proved the concept of human 

omniscience on the basis of 1.nference and not on the basis 
34 1 

of the scriptural declarations. Again Santarak~ita cites 

a scriptural declaration also which is not found at present, 

read by Bra.hrne.:!j.e.s'" affirming "the 'concept of' l1funan oLllniscience. 

Thus he establishes the omniscience of the Buddha on the basis 

of scripture also. Lord Buddha has been clearly mentioned 

as omniscient in the Y§dic recensional text called Nimitta. 

He has been depicted there as one who, after showing himself 

in a dream as asix-tused white elephant, is born as Bodhi-

33 
Sahetu Saphalam Kanna JnanenalaW~ikena Yah; 
Samadhiije:18 J ana ti Sa Sarva jn 0 I pad! sya te • • 
Purastadanumanena Tesya satta Prasadhita; 
Pramanamasya Sadbhave Tadastl tyasti Tadrsah. 

Tattvasangraha. ~Verses 3638-3639. · 

34 
Ag@~ena Tu Sarvajno Nasmadbhih Pratipadyate; 
Lainge sati Hi Purvokte Ko Namagamato Vadet. 

Ibid •• Verse 3510. 
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sattva who is the ocean of good qualities: omniscient, full 

of compassion, pure, the father of the whole universe and 

reaching the state of immortality.35 
, 1-

Thus santaraksita and Kamalasila offer logical argu-.. 
ments which successfully anSv-Ter the objection lodged by the 

Mlmamsakas against the Buddhist conception of human omni-

sciencee In addition, they have dialectically established 

the complete validity of human omniscience. Their main 

aim is to prove that the Buddha is the only omniscient 

religious teacher. Before proving the omniscience of the 

Buddha they have established the possibility of human omni-

science. They hold that a person can reach the state of 

omniscience by reaching the highest grs.de·· of intellect 

through the means of~. ~n this ground they establish 

the concept of human omniscience through logical arguments. 

35 _ ,.... _ 
Nimlttanamni Sarvajno Bhagavanmunisattama~; 
Sakhantare Hi Vispa~tam Payhyate Brahma~alrvudhait. 
YotSau Saddantamatmanamavadatadvipatmakam; 
Svapne Pradarsya Sanjato Bodhisattvo Gutl0dadhib-. 
Vighustasabdah Sarvajnah Krpa.tma Sa Bhavisyati; 

_ .' Q ,,J,I;' \' -=0 " 

prapt~mrtapadav suddha~ SarvalokapitafPi Ca. 
~tvasan$raha, Verses 3512-3514. 



Chapter 4 

THE Bt~DHA AS AN OMNISCIENT RELIGION TEACHER 

To answett' the objecti rOns of the ~flmaJnsakas, the 
, 1-

Buddhist philosotphers, santarak~ita and Kamalasila have 

vigorously proved the omniscience of the Buddha by their 

logical argument;s. 
1-
Santarak~lta's primary aim is to prove 

that the" Buddha is the only real teacher who has taught the 

Saddharma (true religion). They have offered further argu-

ments to find that the Buddha was the only onL~iscient teacher, 

because his teachings are defectless. The other religious 

teachers cannot be called omniscient because their teachings 

have been proved self-contradictory by the Buddhists. The 

Buddha knel'T the means of attaining svarga (heaven) and 

M oksa (li bera ti on) because of hi s omni sc:1. ence. Hi s knol'Tledge 
"" 

is not hampered by obstacles. He is omniscient because he 

has removed the hindrances of affli.ction and of cognisable 

things. There would be no defect in the teachings of a per

son who has realized A,natmavEi.da (soullessness) t as there "\-rould 

be no darkness 1'ihen the lamp is there. 1 

The omniscience of the Buddha is argued for by 
, 1-
Santarak~lta and Kamalasila usir~ the logical methods of 

84 



Arth~patti (presumption) and Anumana (inference). The 

Buddha is a teacher of the doctrine of the Anatmavada 

85 

(soulessness), which is the nature of all objects. There

fore., his teaching contains the essential knowledge of the 

true nature of all things. He has criticized the VediQ. 

animal-sacrifice and condemned the belief inexistence of 

the soul. Not only this, he has preached the tnFour-Noble;;;; 

Truths" (Catvart Arya Satyani) leading to r1oksa. Consequently t 

from the above sltatement, it 1s inferred that he had true 

knowledge of all things, even those things 't'1hich a.re taught 

in the Vedas. No one can teach these things Tiiho does not 
2 

know the rea.l nature of all things. 

The Dharm~ and other supersensuous truths might have 

been kno1'm to the Buddha, be.os.use he has taught them wi th

out learning them from the yedali. Consequently, these things 

must have been known to him. Otheri'Jise, it is not possible 

for anyone to glo on talking about supersensuous truths 

which cannot be proved by any valid means of cognition. 

He cannot derive his knowledge through inference, because 

he never perceived such things previously. He has not derived 

hi s knoi'Tledge from the teachings of other teachers because 

1 

870. 
Tattv,§;s.€:.i.!sraha, Verse 3338 and Eanjika, 3338, pp. 869-

2 
~njikaJ 3340, pp. 876-877. 
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his teachings are not similar to other teachers. Again it 

is wrong to say that conformity with reality in his teachings 

are purely accidental. Further, his teachings are in sequence 

and they fulfil the purpose of men, so it cannot be said 

~ that these teachings "Tere asserted by a demented person. 

Therefore, it is inferred that the Buddha was omniscient and he 

did possess the knol'Tledge of Dharma. That is why he has taught 

the truths which were not heard before him. 3 

It must be understood, as the Buddhists hold, that 

the omniscience of the Buddha does not depend on his knowledge 

of all objeots such as the number of insects of the l<10rld, 

though kno~1ledge of such objeets is also possible for him. 

Hisomnisc:f'ence" (tepends ti'PoTI'h:!.s everlasting lmm11edge of 

the fu.ndamental l'lature of all objects. Therefore his kn0l1-
4 

ledge of "soulessness" will remain constant and unchanged. 

There 1s no doubt regarding the omniscience of the 

Buddha, because by follo'VTing hi s teachings a person becomes 
5 liberated. 

3 
Tattvasangraha, Verses 3451}-3462. 

4-
PaYrjikaD 3337, p. 869. 

5 

p. 281. 
T. R. VI> Murt:!., The Centra1Philosophy of Buddhis1'll;, 
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The Buddha and the Oth~r Religious Teachers 

The Bud~hists do not say that the Buddha alone is 

capable of achieving the state of omniscience. Any person 

may become omniscient who perceives the truth of "soul-

lessness" which leads to liberation. However, the poets 

and the teachers of fa.lsedoctrines ca.nnot be called om..'I1i-

scient because they have not realized the PaTerna Tatva_ 
- 6 

(absolute reali ty). Vardharr .. ana, Kapila andother tea~hers 

have not taught the doctrine of I1soulessness". Instead, 

they hold the doctrine of the soul l<1hich is the root of 

all evils. Not only this, but theyrave asserted that things 

are permanent, which is disproved by valid means of cognition. 

So these religious teachers cannot be calledomnisct"ent. be-

cause they have expounded wrong doctrines regarding the true 
7 

nature of' things,. 

The aim of the Buddhists is not to prove that other 

religious teachers are not omniscient. They only show the 

defects in their teaChings. In fact, it 1s their assertion 

that any particular person should be accepted as omniscient 

who lmm'Ts the true nature of everything on account of his 

realization of the absolute truth.. In other words, they do 

6 
Tattv~,s$.ngraha, Verse )324. 

7 
~~t Verses 3325-3328. 
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not intend to say that only the Buddha should be accepted 

as omniscient. In principle" they aocept the possibili ty 

of human omniscience. 8 

All other religious teachers have expounded the true 

nature of the universe in their teachings. The Buddhists 

have proved their doctrines as defective and full of con

tiradictiono Therefore, other teachers should not be 

accepted as omniscient persons. Only the teachings of the 

Buddha are not disproved by reasoning because of his direct 

know"ledge of the true nature of the things of the uni verse. 

So only the Bud~ha should be accepted as an omniscient re-
9 

ligious teacher. 

The BUddhists hold that any person "'Tho knOi'iS the 

whole universe as "soulless" may be called omniscient 
10 1-

without any dist1nction. According to Kamalasila only the 

Buddha fulfills this condition of becoming omniscient. In 

fact, only the Buddha and none else, fulfills all the con

ditions of an omniscient person, because only he has expounded 

8 - - . I h Anatmaksanikatvadi Yadyevam sarvadarsina ; - . '. - -~ - ~ .. -
SaksatsamastavastQ~am Tattvarupasya Darsanat. 

Jattvasangraha, Verse 3332 and ?anjika, 3332-3333, p. 868. 

9 _ _ 
Pratipaditarupasya Sarvavastugatasya Ca; 
Saksattattvasya Vijnanatsugatah Sarvadarsinaho 

Tattvasangraha, Verse 3334. . . 

10Anirdistavi~esolPi Sarvajnah Korpi safubhavet; 
Yo Yath~vat JagatsarvaID Vettyanatmadlrupatah. 

Ibid .. , Verse 3337. .. 
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through various means the truth about l-That should be sought 

for and what should be rejected. He has taught the "Four 

Noble Truths" as a .'perfect means for that. Il Therefore, 

only the Buddha should be accepted as an omniscient re

ligious teacher. 

A mancgnnot teach about the true and perfect nature 

of a thing unless he knows its true nature. So far as super

sensuous truths are concerned, it is extremely difficultto 
12 

know them. Only the Buddha has expounded the true nature 

of worldly things and supersensuous realities like Dharma, 

heaven and liberation. That is why he has been accepted 

a.s the only omni.scient religious teacher. 

The'Budd!h.a"~an.nbt be; cbmpared"t'J'i th other religious 

teachers who haiT1e expounded false doctrines which are dis-

proved by valid means of cognition. He has expo1L.'1..ded the 

true doctrine which 1s supported by valid means of cognition, 

because his teachings are based on his realization of the 

truth. 13 

11 
?anjika, 3337, p. 8690 

12 
Cited in ~~njik~, 3337, p. 869. 

13 - . - ; -Tena Pramanasamvaditattvadarsanayogina; 
.. - -oft _ I -_ 

Na TulyahetutatNyesam Viruddharthopadesinam. 
Jattva sangraha, Verse 3341. 0 
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He has propounded the perfect method of meditation 

upon "soullessness," which is the means to achieve pros-

perityand the highest good or liberation. The real nature 

of things is exactly as it has been taught by him. His 

teachings are not different from the real nature of things 
14 

to the slightest degree when examined. 

The words of the Buddha are like jewels which destroy 

the darkness of wrong ideas. That is why he has been called 

omniscient by wlse persons. He is the real knower of the 

Prakriti and the Purusa, and ·has been called the great . . 
physician. Due to his&1periority of knowledge, the Buddha, 

who is a suppreslsor of Mar~ (desire) is distinct from ?~abha, 

Kapila, vardharmana and other religious teachers because they 

have not taught the above mentioned doctrine. 15 

Th:e Buddha and the~ic Rsis 
I 1_ 

San.taraksita and Kamalasila do not accept the con-,. 

cept of any similarity between the Buddha and the ~ of 
16 ." 

the Vedas. The significance of the Buddha is that he 

14 
Sambad~hanug~opayam puru~arthabhi-Dhayakam; 
Drste'Pyarthe Pramanabhyamisadapyaprabadhitam. 

Tattvasangra~, Verse 3343. 

15 
lb~~ •• Verse 3347. 

16 
panlik~, 3484, p. 903. 
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perceived the Dnarma by himself and expounded his doctrine 
17 in public due to compassion. Now it may be asked, what 

is the proof tha;t the BuddJ:l..a. himself and not others, ex-

pounded the Dhanma? To answer this question from the 

'- ~ 1-Buddhist point of view, Santarak~ita and Kamalasila have 

accepted the same definition of the· Dharma which is men-
I _ 

tioned in the Vaisesika Sutra and l'1hich is commonly accepted 
t :. 

by all systems df Indian thought, i.e., that Dharma is that 
IS means by which prosperity and the highest good are achievede 

And they have shown that the said definition is only applicable 

to the teachings of the Buddha. 

'J.lhe tead!iings of the Buddha are the only means to 

know the Dharm~. which gives pr:osperity in this life. 

incantations (~lajl1.,!ira)>> prescribed by him, give 1'1isdom, 

1 . 19 heal th and power, lfhen they are proper y prac ti sed ~ 

The 

J:-l3.s 

teachings also lead to the highest good after this life. 

The highest good or liberation is the absolute cessation of 

the series of btrths and rebirths. The teachings of the 

17 
Yadva "8tyeva ViSeso'Yam Manau TadV"acanesu ca.; 
Sa Drsta.vansvayam"Dharmamuktavansca Krpamayah. 

~attvasangraha: Verse 3485~ ~. 

18 . I 

Ya to 'BhYLld.ayani spattiryato Nihsreya.sasya Ca; 
Sa Dharma Ucyate Tadrksarvaireva Vlcaksanaih. 

lli£., Verse 3486. . ... ... 

19 
~., V rse 3487. 
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Buddha are the only means to attain the liberation, because 

only he· has taught the doctrine of flno-soul" which destroys 

the t1afflictions" which are the causes of the c1:1:'cle of 

birth and rebirth. All other religious teachers hold the 

doctrine of a permanent soul. Therefore, his teachings are 

the only indicator of Dharma which leads to prosperity and 

highest good or liberation. 20 Thus they prove that the 

highest good or liberation is: possible only in the teach-

lngs of the Buddha. 

Liberatfon cannot be achieved by the teachings of 

the Vedic Rsis, because it follows from the cessation of . .. 
the ~ (I-notion). They believe in the existence of the 

soul which is the root cause of "I-notion". Thet''e is very 

little possibility for attaining prosperity through their 

teachings on acclotmt of the destruction of the ten sins 

(Da~akusalahani t;aJ?;) • But there is not even the least 

possibility for ~ttaining the highest good, because they 

believe in the e~istence of the soul which cannot destroy 

the afflictions. 21 The descrlpi';ion of the Itten good 

actions" (Das'aS'ubha-Karma), of the Buddhists are very pow-er-
i 

ful because they have been taught by the Buddha after~aliz-

20 
Tattvasangraha, Verses 3488-3493. 

21 
~.t Verses 3496-3497. 
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22 

ing the truth. The afflictions can be destroyed only 

by follow-ing the teachings of the Buddha and not by 

following the teachings of the Vedic Rsi~. Therefore, the 

teachings of the Buddha are the only means to lead to the 

highest good or liberation. 

The Buddha an~the Hindu Gods 

'-. 1-Santaraksita and Kamalasila as the expounders of the .. 
Buddhists I vie~T severely attack the !1Imamsakas r belief that 

- I omniscience can be attributed to Brahma, Visnu and Siva be-
- .,I .... - •• 

cause they are immortal gods and embodiments of the Vedas 

which consists in the true knowledge of all things. On 

the other hand, the !tilmamsakas assert that omniscience 

cannot be ascribed to mortal beings such as the Buddha, 

whose knm'lledge is not based on the authori ty of the Vedas. 23 

He claims that it cannot be proved that these Gods are the 

embodiments of the Vedas. They are different from each 

other and are considered eternal and are not dependent upon 
24 

each other. Thus it is absurd to say that these gods are 

22 I 

Dasa Karmayatha Prokta~ Subha Ye Tayina Puna~, 
Samyagdrstyupagudhaste Balavanto Bhavantyalam. 

Tattvas~graha, Verse 3498: 

23 
!Ei£.~ Verses 3208-3209. 

24 
I£!£.~ Verse 3547. 
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the embodiment of the Vedas, because there is no relation 

bet"reen the gods' and the Vedas. There can be no relation of 

identity, because they are different. There can also be no 

causual relation because both are considered eternal. At 

the same time the Vedas also cannot be called omniscient for 

its meaning cannot be ascertained. 25 

T~ese Buddhists argue that there is no comparison 

bet'i:reen the BUddha on the one hand the the Brahma Visnu and .. 
I 
Siva on the other, because these gods are considered omniscient 

on the basis of the Vedas I'Thich is not considered or:miscient 

by the Buddhists~ The omniscience of the Buddha is based 
. 26 

on his real enlightenment achieved by his mm effort. 

Again they assert that it 1s wrong to say that the 

Buddha is mortal.. He is beyond the IIfive-fold cycle of the 

world ll (Panchap;;aty'atmaSal1.Sara Bahir). Therefore, he cannot 

be considered mortal. It is only the Nirmanakaya (assumed 

body) 'which appears in human form, such as that of Siddhar

that that can be called mortal. 27 VJhen the SambhoP;ja-Ka:y~ 

25 
Tattvasan5rah~, Verse 3548. 

26 
Svatantryena Ca Sambuddhah Sarvajna Upapaditah; 
Na PQ~arvedadehatvadbrahm~diriva Kalpyate. • 

Ibid., Verse 3549. 

27 
Pancaga tya tmasansara bahi rbnavanna 11artya ta:; 
Buddhariamisyate'Smabhirn1rmanam Tattathamatam. 

I.biC\., Verse 3550. . . 
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(body of the bliss) of the Buddha rejects its pious habi-

- 28 tation in the heaven, Akanistha,,' then it appears in the 
.. -

form of the Nirmanakaya of the Buddha which is subject to . -

birth and death and thus mortal. 29 The Dharma-Kaya (cos-

mics.l body which is the absolute reali ty) and the Sambhoga

Kaya of the Buddha are not mortal. Thus the mortality of 

the Buddha cannot be proved. Furthermore, his immortality 
30 

is proved by the Buddhist scriptures. 

They further add that the statement of the r>11mamsakas 

that the human omniscience is impossible cannot be supported 

by proof. They hold that the existence of these gods cannot 

be proved because they are considered eternal. An eternal 

entity is concei.ved by the Buddhists to be non-existent, 

because it has n:o capaci ty of productior~ ei ther successively 

or simultaneously.31 Even if these gods exist, -chey cannot 

be compared with the Buddha. Their knowledge is wrong, because 

they believe in the existence of the soul. It has been al-

ready proved that the knowledge of the Buddha is true, because 

28 
Accora;ing to the Buddhist mythology, Akanistha is 

the name of a particular heaven "t'lhere only pure beings dw·ell. 
On the top of tnt s heaven lies the I-1ahesv?-ra-Bhavana which 
is the palace of the Supreme God (the Buddha). Panjika, 3551. 
p. 91b .. 

29 I __ 

Akanislthe Pure Ramye Suddhavasavi varji te; 
BuddhYia.:t1.te Tatra Sambudda. Nirmi tast'liha Budhyate. 

Tattvasangra~, Verse 3551. 

30 
~., Verse 3553. 

31Ibid., Verse 3554. 



he does not believe in the existence of the soul. 32 

The Bud~ha and Hindu 1i~ligious Tea.chers 

The Buddhists say that the teachings of the 
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Buddha and the teachings of the Hindu teachers also cannot 

be compared. 

'--:t-1anu and other Hindu teachers, santarak§3ita and 
/.-

Kamalasila hold. influenced by greed, fear, hatred and 

jealousy, lacked compassion They were partial in their 
33 teachings, imparting their knowledge to the Brahmanas 

alone. Their teachings to the Bra.hmanas alone indicated 
"7"'-

that they had imparted their teachings under a delusion for 

they w'ere not sure lv-ho w'ere the real Brarunanas. 34 They 

realized that the Veda.s were not reasonable and comprehen-

sible. They realized also that the Brarunanas who had be-

come du11-v'ri tted by the readings of the ygS!..~ were not able 

to discriminate things for themselveso This was why they 

had imparted their teachings to the Brahmanas alone. 35 
.. 

32 
Kinca Tesam Viparyastam Jnanamatmadidarsanat; 
Duddhanacl Tvaviparyastam Vistarenopapaditafu. 

Ta ttvasangra)1a I iJerse 3555. '" __ 

33 
Ibid. , Verse 3570. 

34 
ill£. t Verse 3581. 
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Realizing the fact that the Vedas and Dharmasastra are not 

based on reason. they declared, in their own words, that the 
/ 

Purana, the Dha~asastra, the Vedas with their subsidiaries 

and the medical science were self-sufficient commandments; 

these four could not be condemned by reaSOning. 36 

On the other hand, the Buddha imparted his teachings 

to all people without any distinction on account of his 

compassion. He had no fear of contradiction in his teach

ings. because he had realized the truth. A person becomes 

real Brahmana by following the teaching of the Buddha. In 

fact the Buddha had imparted his teachings to the real 

Bra,hamanas and not to Manu and other religious teachers 

. of Hindus. 'A B'~Eihrii,9j1a; is' one who has removed'all'his sins. 

Such Brahmanas are possible only under the teachings of the . 
Budaha for he taught the destruction of all sins by constant 

practice upon ttsoullessness tl • He has described four kinds 
I 

of §ramana~: Srqt?panna, Sakrdagaml t Anagami and Arhat. 
J 

Furthermore, these four kinds of Sramanas are really the 

35 _ _ __ _ I _ 

Niryuktikatvam Vedarthe JnapanasaktatatTmani; 
Vedadhltija~a Vip~a Na Parik?aksama Iti. 
Kutascinniscitafu Sanke Nunam Manvadibhistatah; 

• Vlprebhya Eva Vedade~ Krtam Tairupadesanam. ~ 
!att~asaggraha, Verses 3582-3583. 

Ibid. J ---. 

36 I ~ 
Puranam Manavo Dharmah Sango Vedascikitsitam; 
Ajnaslddhani catvari Na Hantavyanl Hetubhi~~ 

Verse 3584. 



four kinds of Blrahma!).as. It 1s useless to say that they 

both are differ:ente 37 

v"Thus thie Buddhists (Santarak~i ta and Kamala~ila) 

establish that the Buddha alone is omniscient because his 
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teachings are the only true Dharma, the only perfect teach-

ings that lack nothing. Only he has realized the unreality 

of the universe and has taught the tlfour noble truthsn. 

The universe, aecording to him, is only the embodiment of 

Panc,a-Skandha (Ufive thought phases ll ) and 1s full of suffer-

Ing. Desire is the cause of all suffering which leads to 

the cycle of birth and rebirth, but suffering can be removed 

by realizing tls<Dullessness". On account of these things he 

has been considered the leading philosopher. 38 ~ 
The teaq,hings of the Buddha are pure and. in his 

teachings he has taught the doctrine of "soullessness ff which 

has not been contradicted by any of the valid means of cogni-

tion. This type of' teachings are not known to any man of 

the world. even to Lord Krsna. That is why the Buddha is 
.. r 

worshipped by WIse men.)'7 Because his teachings are vic-

37 
Ye Ga Va.hltapapatvadbrahmanah Paramarthlkah; 
Abhyastamalanaira. tmyaste HUnereva Sasane. '. 

/ -Ihai va Sramanastena Caturddha Parilcirttyate; 
/_ .. - ,,_ I _ _ 

Sunyah Parapravada Hi Sramanairbrahmanaistatha. 
... ., I ". 

Tattvasan~raha, Verses 3589-3590. 

38 
Etacca Sugatasyestmadau Nairatmyaklrttanat; 
SarvatIrthakrtam Tasmatsthlto Nurdhnl Tathagatal), • 

.Le!.~., Verse 334<0. 
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torious over evil forces and is the cause of all kinds of 

prosperity and the attainment of liberation, a person who 

has taught this cannot be any ordinary man. There is no 

place f'or any doubt that he is omniscient and he is the 

40 /' only omniscient religious teacher. v 

?The Buddha ~s the Onl~ Omniscient Relisious Teacher 

The Buddhists refute the view of the'NImamsakas 

that claims that only the impersonal Vedas should be 

accepted as authority for pharma, because they are omni

scient., They hold that the omniscience of the Buddha and 

ete:rnalness o:f the'-,'Y;..~~ also cannot be put on the same 

level, because they are not identical. If the Vedas lfTere 

ete:rnal, then alone the omniscience of the Buddha could be-

com.pared with them. HoW'ever p no wise man has placed them 

both on the same footing. The permanence of the Vedas has 

been disproved by the Buddhists. They argue that a per-

-:39 . 
- - ~ I - -. SvabhY83.stadharmanairatmya Yasyeyam Desana'Hala.; 

Sadhitasarvasastresu sarvamanairavadhita. 
I "...~- _~ 1-

Sansaryanucitajnana Kesavaderagocarah; " I _ __ - , 

Sirobhirarcyate Saktya Yacativa Hanisibhih. 
!~ttv~sangraha, Verses 3641-3642. ,. 

40 
~., Verses 364)-3644. 
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manent thing ~rould. produce the cognition and its effect 

simultaneously. But the Vedas produce their cog~ition in-

successiono Therefore, the Vedas are not eternal and 
- 41 

cannot be compared w-i th the omniscience of the Buddha. 
I _ 1-
Santarak~ita and Kamalasila have argued that the 

Buddha is the only omniscient religious teacher because he 

has ~xpounded the true doctrines viM ch are not di sproved by 

any valid means of cognition. Other religious teachers and 

Vedic Rsis should not be considered as omniscient because 

their teachings have been found defective 1ihen they are 

examined properly according to the accepted rules of logic. 

Since they hold this view they quite consistently maintain 

tha t eV'en the Gods are not omni scient because' they believe 

in the existence of a permanent soul which is against the 

teachings of the Buddha. 

These Buddhists establish the possibility of human 

omniscience in order to prove that only the teachings of 

an oaniscient person can be accepted as an authority for 

42 Dharma. They have done this by proving the 3uddha as 

onniscient religious teacher. and furthermore that he is the 

only omniscient religious teacher. Therefore, only the 

teachings of the Buddha and not the other religious teachers 

shol.l.1d be accepted as the true Dharma (religion). 

42 I 

Ittham Yada Ca Sarvajna~ Kascidevopapadyate; 
Dharmadyadhigame Hetuh Pauruseyam Tada Vacah. • . 1'15 .• I 

'rattvEal1.grah~f Verse 304 • 

McMASTER UNtVERSI"[Y lI8RAR'I 



Chapter 5 

SUPEP~ATURAL POWERS OF AN OMNISCIENT PERSON 

A. The Apprehension of the Omniscient Person 

The main concern of thi s chapter is to anSv'Ter from 

the Buddhist point of view the MImamsakas· objections regard-

ing the apprehension of the objects by the omni-

scient person. The Buddhists maintain that such a person 

perceives all objects of the world simultaneously in a single 

cognitive momenta 

Against this view the MImamsakas assert that it is 

not possible for,any person to know all the minute details 

of hi s o'Vm body. Therefore. h01'T could one talk of know-

ing all the objects of the world in a single moment, since 

it is not possible to know them. even in hundreds of years. 

Even if it is accepted that the omliscient person 

knows all the objects of the world the question still 

arises whether he apprehends them simultaneously or success-

ively. In other words, how can the i~~umerable things 

having differentfurms be apprehended by a single cognition 

in their real foims? All these questions have been answered 
'-_ I by Santaraksita and Kamalaslla from the Vijnanavadi Buddhist . . 

point of view'. 

101 
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The Buddhists hold that the omniscient person per

ceives the objects of the world in a single moment. Now the 

MImamsakas raise the quest~;on whether he apprehends taste, 

odour, so~~d and other sense-data through one sense organ 

or more than one sense organ. 

'- . 
Santarak~i ta deals td th this question in detail. 

He points out that the omniscient person does not apprehend 

the objects through sense-perception. He perceives all 

things in a moment by mental cognition which is as good as 

perception. He acquires this mental cognition by meditation 
1 upon the truth regarding the real nature of all things. 

Further he shows that the H1mamsakas also accept 

the po~sibiiitybf' mel:{tal c<;>gnitlon without sense perception 

which takes place in the recollection of colour and other 

objects by memory. Furthermore,the Mlmamsakas also accept 

that there is mental cognition of objects "\,,rh1.le dreaming, 

though there is mo interaction between sense organ and 
2 

object. 
....,-- -Again, according to Vijnanavada Buddhism cognition 

1 
Samasta~astusambaddhatattvabhyasabalodgatam; 
Sarva j"nafu Manasam Jnanam Manamelram Prakalpya te • 

Tattvasangrah~t ~erse 3381. 

2 - I _ _ 

Varnyate, Hi Smrtistena Rupasabdadigocaraj 
.I _..,...."......_. _._ _ • 

Svapne Cia Nanasam Jnanam Sarvarthanubhavatmakam. 
Ib~ •• Verse 3384,. 
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is restricted by different forms of disability (Dauskulya-.. 
vasana). \>lhen all notions and impressions of disability 

carried fort'lard from previous births are removed, every 

cognition apprehiends all the objects and thus it becomes all-, 

pervasive. By this argument Vijnanavada Buddhism establishes 

its view that the omniscient person apprehends all the 

objects by perception through the eye and other sense 

organs. 

The Vijnanavadins consistently maintain that since 

the omniscient person's mental cognition is perfect and 

since every trace of disability has been removed, he is no 

longer subject to the restrictions of sense perception. He 

has complete mastery over sensory-perception. In this sense 

it can be said that the omniscient person perceives objects 

perfectly through the senses also. 

Both the ,mind and the cognition of omniscient person 
3' 

become superior by the practice of a particular~. He 

attains the highelst stage of wisdom by the constant practice 

of that ~o Not only wisdom but other kinds of superior 

powers too are acquired by him due to the practice of ~e 

Thus he attains that supreme Wisdom which consists in the 

knowledge of all things. This wisdom 't'Tould be im!)erfect 

while even a single thing is unknown. 4 Thus he becomes 

3 __ _ 
Pan j i ka , 3389, p. 887., 
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omniscient by acquiring this supreme wisdom. All the 

objects are cleanly manifested in.a single cognition at 

this highest stagje of conception. That is why the Buddha 

or the omniscient person apprehends all the knowable objects 

by a single cognition. 5 

How can an omniscient person have direct perception 
1- ~ 

of past and future things? santarak~ita holds that a ~ 

or the omniscient person apprehends all the objects by 

direct perception and thereby also determines past and future 

things; because past and future things are related as 

cause and effect respectively in the momentary flux of 

the things. 

The Sautrentika, a School of Buddhism, does not 

agree ~'li th this vd.ew. Its followers hold that the omniscient 

person has direct. perception of all things. An omniscient 

person or ~o~~ can perceive past and future things clearly 

through the power of meditation (dhya~~)t and communion 

4 
Dharmavabodhar~a Hi Prajna Lak~a~ata~ Sthita; 
Ekasyapyaparijnane Sa'Samaptaiva Varttate. 

'I'attvasanr;raha, Verse 3413. 

5 
Ekajhanaf~atlavyaptanihse~ajneyamafi.dalah; 
SurasuraSiroratnabhlitah Siddho'Tra Sarvavit. 

~., Verse 3449. 

6 
Ya~i v~ toga~amarthya9:bhutajatani1?l:].afn Sphutam; 
Lingagamanirasansam :Hanasam Yoginam Bhavet. 

~2i~., Verse 3474. 
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(samadhi). For example, in the case of a "true dream," 

conformity with the actual state of things is found in wak

ing experience though in the dream 'state there is no sense-

contact with actual things. They say that this kind of 

dream perception 1s also a valid means of cognition, because 

it fulfills all t~e conditions of perception. It is clear, 

distinct and free from conceptual content. At the same timet 

it is in conformity with the actual state of things. In 

the same way, though there is no specific individuality in 

past and future things, the supersensuous cognition of 

the .l2.6i, by its Q)wn power envisages each past and future 

thing as manifesting a specific individuality.7 

Not accepting this view of the sautrantlkas, 

'- . Santaraksi ta says that the omnisctent person has kno'l'Tledge 
# 

of supersensuous truths by the force of meditation (Dhyana) 

which directly envisages all things through inference, with-
8 

out the help of tHe scriptures. 

There is no succession in the cognition of an omni-

scient person. The Buddhists do not admit succession in the 

cognition of an omniscient person,because he apprehends 
9 

all the knowable dbjects l'1i thin a single cogni ti ve moment. 

7 . 
Tattvasangra~, Verse 3475. 

8AtIndriyarthaVijnanam purvoktadanumanatah; 
Muneh s~wktayah Prahurnanyatastvagamatkrtat. 

le.i£e, Verse 3477. ~ 
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The cognition of an omniscient person is free from limitations. 

He perceives exis1ting and non-existing things equally. There 

is no difference between things and their functions in the 

cognition of an omniscient person. He envisages all things 

in his cognition and not only a particular thing such as 

blUe or yellm1. l0 

If the omniscient person embraces all the objects 

within the orbit of a single cognition, then how can the 

things of the world remain unlimited? In other words, being 

apprehended by a single cognition of the omniscient person 

would the things of the world not become limited? Kama la-
1-
sila says that tho..s objection is not applicable either in 

or in Sakaravijnanavada (the view that cognitions have 

forms). 

Objections Answered in the Niralcaravijnanavada 

According to Nirakaravijrlanavada the things of the 

world would not be limited if the omniscient person per-

ceives all the things of the world by a single cognition. 

The cognition of the omniscient person simply proves that 

9 ·v_ _ ,,..,,. • 

Ekaj~ana~~a~avyaptanlhse~ajneya~~ndalah; 
Prasadhi.to Hi Sarvajnah Kramo Nasriyate Tatah. 

Tattvasangraha, ~erse 3627. • . 

10 
r~njik~, 3267, pp. 929-930. 
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the things are ~xistent. That certain things are cognized 

by a sIngle cognition does not mean that the things have 

given up their own characteristics. In other words i the 

things of the world would not give up their characteristics 

of endlessness if they are cognized by a single cognition 

of the omniscient person. In our normal experience we 

apprehend various things, like blue and yellow and so forth 

while appearing in a single picture by a single cognition. 

But they do not give up their characteristic of being many, 

nor do they become mixed together. The Vedanta also main-

tains that the function of knm'iledge is to apprehend the 

objects as such. It cannot bring any change in the nature 
11 

of things. The things are cognized in their real form just 

as they are cognized in their real form in the normal cogni-

tion of a picture,. The omniscient person apprehends the 

existing objects bf the world exactly as they exist. In fact 

there is no end of the things of the world. Therefore, they 

appear in the cognition of an omniscient person as limit-
. 12 

less and not as limited. 

When the omniscient person apprehends all the things 

of the world, must he not apprehend their limits also? In 

11 / _ 
Sariraka Bhasya 3/1/21. 

12 
panjik~, 3627, p. 930. 
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answer to this question Kamalasila argues that the things 

of the world do not have real existence. The omniscient 

person apprehendsl their momentary characteristic. Every-

thing of the world is in universal flux, and the omniscient 

person perceives this characteristic in his consciousness. 

It is in this sellise that it has been said that the omni-

scient person app~ehends all the things in their entirety 

by his single cOghitione 

Now, the mere fact that all the things of the world 

are apprehended bW a single cognition of the omniscient 

person implies the,t these are limi ted. To avoid this 
1- . 

difficulty Kamala!sila says that according to the Nirakara-

vi jnanavada thi s objecti on is not applicable. In thi s vie"t1" 

there could be no: a.ctual inclusion of things in the cogni-

tion. The things are indicated by the cognition of the 

omniscient person merely as existing. They are limitless 

because they are ~ot apprehended by the cognition. They 

must have limits if they are apprehended by his cognition. 

Hm'[ can a person be called omniscient if he does not 

perceive all things in his cognition according to the Nira-
1- _ 

Kamalasila says that he is omniscient by 

the very fact that he does not perceive things as limited. 

If he perceives the limitless things as limited. then he 

cannot be omniscient. Only that person should be called 

omniscient who perceives existing things as existent, and 
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non-existing things as not eXistent. 13 

How can there be apprehension of things in Nirakara

vi jnanavada 't'Then such cogni ti on 't'1'ould not be di stingui shed ~ 

Again is there no differentiation of a particular thing and 

i ts func ti ons? 

KamalaJrla does not admit the differentiation of 

things and their functions, because the omniscient person 

envisages all thtngs simultaneously and not particular 

things such as blue or yellO'i'i only ~ The common person en-

visages only particular things, otheTI'iise the common person 

also 'ilould be omniscient. Thus the omniscient person has 

formless cogni tion which is brought about by the power of 
14 

"'."':,10' }l..'orz,a 
"''''''''''''-~,~-~ .. The objects that should be acquired and that 

should be rejecte;d appear in his consciousness without los-

ing their character or 'N'i thout any incongrui ty. He also 

has the cognition of the distinctness of the objects in 

his consciousness:. 

Thus there is no room for any objection regarding 

the cognition of the omniscient person in the view' of 

Nirakaravijnanavada Buddhism. 

13 

14 

P """' .. , ...., anJ1Ka, 3627, pp. 930-931. 

~., '3627, p. 931. 
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Objections Answered in the Sakaravijnanavada 

Similarly no objection can be raised from the 

- - ' ........ - -Sakarav"ijnanavada (Cogni ti on ""Ii th form) point of view. 

According to this vie'iT It when unlimi ted thing,s appear in 

existence they malnifest themselves in endless forms. NOl'T, 

how can an omnis~ient person apprehend all these forms 

Simultaneously? 
l-

In answer to this question Kama1asi1a says 

that the consciousness of the omniscient person also takes 

unlimited forms while perceiving the forms of the unlimited 

things. Thi s poslsi bi Ii ty is proved by our normal c ogni ti ons. 

A sing1 normal cognition can envisage the forms of several 

things. 15 

Ag~i:n"the: Buddhists, hold that since 
:\<:'. 

the forms of the 

things are only manifestations of consciousness they are 

unreal e According to thi s vi ew, it would be 'tvrong to say 

that one thing actually has many forms, because the forms 

are unreal. Either every thing may possess one real form 

or one things may possess different forms. In both these 

cases it is difficult for an omniscient person to apprehend 

all these forms simultaneously 0 Actually many forms do not 

belong to one thing as they are unreal. If one thing has 

several real forms, then the question of incompatibility 

between one form and the other forms may arise. The omni-

15....... - 6 Panjika, 3 27, p. 931. 
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scient person perceives the true nature of all things, that 
16 

is, both the forms and things are unreal. 

The omniscient person cannot be mistaken in his 

apprehensi on of elxternal objects t because he perceives by 

the most valid ID81ans of cogni tion. In fact, according to 

- - .'~- - ' the SakaraviJnanalvada, there is no means by which the 

apprehension of the things is possible. In our normal 

cogni tion only the form of a thing is apprehended •. , The omni-

scient person 9 hot'iever, perceives the forms of unlimited 

things in a single extraordinary mental cognition, because 

he has acquired boundless capacity of apprehension and his 

consciotmsess becomes the substratum of the cognition of all 

things. 

The diverse forms of things do not appear into the 

consciousness of an omniscient person. But all the existing 

things as such appear into his consciousness. The capacity 

of the omniscient person is so great that his consciousness 

cannot be tramraelled by envisaging all things. Also there 

is no incongruityl in holding that the consciousness of an 

omniscient person apprehends the forms of unlimited things. 

In fact, the limitless things cannot be apprehended by nor-

mal cognition. The question regarding the number of things 

does not arise in the apprehension of an omniscient person. 

16 
panjika ~ 3627, p. 931. 
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Thus the question of a limit or number of things can arise 

only with. normal 'cognitiono 17 

According: to another view there is no obj~cti ve 

basis in the conslciousness of the omniscient person. Itt 

is valid like a t:rue dream, because it 1s in conformi ty wi th 

the real state of· things. According to this vieil'" it cannot 

be said that the 'things become 1imi ted when they are appre-
18 

hended by the omniscient person. 
/- . 

Further, Santarak~ita contends that all things can 

be apprehended, eli ther simultaneously or successively 

depending on the will of the omniscient person. On account 

of the removal of all evil he acquires this capacity so that 

he knOt>'TS wi thout flm-v whatever he desires to knovT. He can 

know' the objects either simultaneously or in succession, 

according to his desire because he is the Lord.
19 

There is no incongruity even if the omniscient 

person perceives the things in succession. He is called 

omniscient becausle he successively apprehends all the know-

17 
Panjika l , 3627, p. 932. 

18 
!E!£., 3627, p. 932. 

19 
Yadyadi!cchati Bodd.hum Va Tattadvetti Niyogatahi " - - . Saktire~amvidha Tasya Prahinacarano Hyasau. 
Yugapatparipatya Va Svecchaya pratipadyate; 
Labdhaj~anam Ca Sittvo Hi Saksanairhyadlbhih Prabhuh • 

.!attvasangraha, Vlerses 3628-3629. . ~ , 
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able things which possess the nature of "four truths" 

(Catuhsa ty..,§;) through his sixteen consci ousnesses (Ci ttai1"!.). 

When this successive consciousness ot" tHe omniscient person 

takes place he has not to wait for a single moment for per-
20 ceiving all the things what to say of hundred of years. 

Here one .ques,ti on i svery important whether the 

omniscient person apprehends the tlspecific individualityll 

(Svalaksan~) of the object or only lIuniversals" (Samanya-. .' 

,faksana). Kamalasila quotes certain Buddhist scriptures where 
j • 

it is said that the cognition ofax.2l£ (omniscient person) 

which is free from all impurities (Anasravam).grasps the 
21 

ttuniversal" only and not to "specific individuality.1I Now 

how'i t 'canbesaip. that t'he"cmni;Sb1ont persbh 'appre'11ends 
',', '\::.", . ", .... : .. _']1"'11 a;, ;", "" "".," I 

each. and every fom of a.ll the objects unless he is a per

cei ver of their "ispecific indi viduali tyll a.lso. 
1-. I-

To ansl'1'er this objection Santarak?i ta and Kamalasila 

hold that it~ wrong to say that the omniscient person can

not perceive the IIfspecific ind~Lvidua1i tyll of all the objects. 

The omniscient pe~son cognizes the very forms of all the 

20 _ , i I _ 

Yadva SodasabhiscittaisCatuhsatyasvabhavakam; 
Kramena Vetti Vijneyam Sarvam sarvavidityata~. 
Tatra Tadrsi Vijnane Kramena Bhavati Prabhoh; 
Lavarnatt-oipi Napek~yal]. Kirnangabdasatavadhih: 

Tattvasangraha, Verses 3630-3631. ~ 

21 
Panjik~, 3632, p. 933. 
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objects apart fr0!TI their m'm l.mdi versified form. 22 They 

further add that it is not inconsistent to say that the 

omniscient person apprehends the Iluniversal tr and the 

IIspecific indiviCluality" in one and the same cognition. 

The very itspecific individuality" of a thing is 

called "universal" because it appears to be of similar form 

in comparison to the form of things of other kinds. 23 A 

great yogi (omniscient person) apprehends only the "specific 

indi viduali ty't t because his cogni tion is preoduced by the 

force of concent~ation and meditation (Bhavana).24 

It is clear that the omniscient person perceives 

the flspecific individuality". Therefore, it cannot be said 

that all the objects must beco;ne one, because the "uni versal ll 

and "specific individuality" are perceived as one by a single 

cognition of the omniscient person. Really the omni.scient 

person perceives the IIspecific individuality" and not the 

"lLYliversal". In fact, the "universal" is considered by the 

Buddhists as illusory, because it cannot be described as 

22 
Svabha~enavibhaktena Yah Sarvamavabudhyate; 
SvarupaJpyeva Bhavanam Sarvesam So'Vabudhyate. 

1attvasan~raha, ~erse 3632. 

23 
~njik~, 3633, p. 933. 

24 
Tadgrahal{am ca Vi jnanam Bhavanabalabhavi Ya t; 

. Yogisanlamabhivyaktam Tatsvalak53a:p.agocaram. 
!attvasanp.;raha, "iJierse 3634. 
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"that" or IInot tlhatll. It is w"I'ong to consider them as real. 

Actually the omniscient person does not apprehend the 

"universal" bec~use it is unreal. Even if he perceives 

those "un! versal"! he would apprehend 1 t as illusory be-

cause his consci@usness itself is a valid perception and 

is free from con~eptual content. If he apprehends the 

"uni versal ll as real. his consciousness 'Nould be associated 

with conceptual ~ontent and error. 25 

The((universal"is of the nature of conceptual content. 

The consciousnes$ of the omniscient person which envisage 

theuuniversalnwould also be of the nature of conceptual 

content. In that case, his consciousness 't'Tould be associated 
,26 

with error because the conceptual content 1s already false. 

The ffuniversa11 which is said to be the essence of conceptual 

content, and beyqnd description and is alw'ays in contigui ty, 

is actually held !by the Buddhists as formless. 27 

/-
Thus sant,arak~i ta finds every reason in holding 

that the omniscient person perceives all things and their 

25 _ _ I _ • 

T~t~van~atvadyanirdesyam Yatpa~aisca Prak~lpitam; 
Samanyam Tasya Naitena Grahanam Yogicetasa. 
Avikalp~mavibhrantam Tadyogi~varamanasam; 
Vikalpayibhramakrantam Tadgrahe Ca Prasajyate. 

Tattvasangrah~, V~rses3635-3636. 

26 
Panji~, 3637 t p. 934. 

27· 6 !attvasansraha, Verse 3 37. 
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28 causes, by his s1ngle extraordinary cognition. He has 

the capacity to perceive either simultaneously or 

successively when he imparts his teaching, because of his 
29 

illuminative consciousness. 

B;., Omniscience and Speech 

Though the possibility of the existence of an omni-

science person may be accept in theory, still how can the 

teachings of any. particular teacher regarding supersensuous 

truth like Dharma, Svar~ and Moks9:, carry conviction until 
" 

it is proved that he is omniscient, by proper examination. 

In other words, as long as the Buddha is not proved to be 

Again, words carillot be uttered by an omniscient 

person while he is absorbed In the last stage of meditation" 

that is, the ten~th stage (Bhumi). There are three possible 

ways of obtaining the teachings about supersensuous truths 

from an omniscient person: (1) Either he should speak while 

28 
Sahetu Saphalam Karma JnanenalaQ~ikena Yah; 
Samadhijena Janati Sa SarvajnofPadisyate. 

Tattvasangraha, Verse 3638, cf. Ibid., Verse 3256. 

29 
- - - ~_ ,I , _ _ _ I _ 

Yugapatparipatya Va Jnanam Karyatprakasltat; 
Samart~y~mapi'Tasyasti Desa~~m Kurute Yada. 

Ib~., Verse 3640. 
30 

Jbid., Verse 3232. 
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he is in the state of omniscience which is reachea in the 

tenth stage (BhUmi) called Dharmamegha, or (2) he should 

speak after waking from the tenth Bhlimi. Or (3) ·he should 

not himself impa,.rt teachings but the teachings should come 

forth from his surroundings while he is absorbed in 

meditation. 

How can an omniscient person utter a word while he 

is standing upon the Dharmamegha Bhlimi? In this stage his 

mind is completely concentrated and he becomes one with the 
31 Absolute realityr. Consequently, he is not able to pro-

pound any teaching or Dh~rm.~ because he always stays in 

rapt medltation.J2 

It is also not correct to say that he could impart 

his teachings af!ter i'Taking from Samadhi. In this 'stage his 

teachings cannot: proceed without some sort of cognition. 

As a matter of fact, in this conceptual state there will 

not be any diffetrence betv'ieen an ordinary man and an omni-

scient person9 It is also incorrect to maintain, as the 

Buddhist scriptu~es do, that the omniscient person does not 

teach anything because he 1s always absorbed in non-concep-

31 
Dasabhu.migatascasau Sarvaragadisanlrsaye; 
Suddhasphaj:;ika tulyena Sarvam Jnanena. Budhya te •. 

Tattvasangrah8;j Verse 3238, cf. Q.asabhUmika-sutra, pp. 25-26. 

32 
Dhyana:pan..na~ca Sarvarthavi sayam. Dliaranam Dadha t; _,_ I - .1 _~ ; 

Tatha Vyaptasca Sarvarthaih Sakto Naivopadesane. 
Tattva~angraha, Verse 3239. . 
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tual Samadhi and that under his supervision the teachings 

of Dharma are relvea1ed in the va~i ous forms. 33 Thi s 

statement of the Buddhists-"scripture needs clarification. 

How, then can ~Te, be certain whether the teachings of Dharma 

are propounded by an omniscient person or proceed from some 

other and un trus!t110rthy sources. 

~ Can a pe~son impart his teachings after reaching the 

state of omniscience? In other i'vords, can the Buddha impart 

his teachings 1'3"h1.1e standing tn this state? Speech is 

impossible during the state of, omniscience,Jbecause there 

is no conceptual content j.n this state and. speech is not 

possible without conceptual content. If the Buddha is omni-

scient, then he cannot speak. If,he speaks, then he cannot 

be omniscient~ Omniscience and speech cannot exist ~ogether, 

because they are contrary to each other. Conceptual content 

is the indirect 0ause of speech. It is impossible to speak 

without previous cognition and thinking. Conceptual con-

tent associated with verbal expression cannot perceive the 

form of objects, because it is associated i'1ith verbal ex-

pression. Thus 0mniscience is not possible during the 

conceptual state, because at this state the forms of objects 

are not perceived. As omniscience and speech are contrary 

33 
Yada Copadi~edekam Kincitsamanyavaktrvat; 
Ekadesajnagitam Tanna Syatsarvajnabhasitafu. 

!~ttv~.?:.n~~, Verse 3240. cf. £.aJ1jik~, 32L!·O,~p. 843; 
cf. ~aEkav§-_t2.ra-Elutr~, pp. 142-143. 
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to each other, the presence of one implies the absence of 

34-
the other. 

I 1_ 
The Buddhists (Santaral-c.;::i ta and Kamalasila) have 

soug~ to prove ~he omniscience of the Buddha on the basis 

of hi.s teachings. They claim that the Buddha is the only 

omniscient teacher because he has taught the true nature of 

all things. But the question arises h01'1 can the Buddha or 

an omniscient person impart his teachings in the state of 

omniscience when he cannot speak? 
1_. 1_ 
santaral\[~i ta and Kamalasila have answered this ques-

ti on by descri btng t~1'O diffe:rent vielvs regarding the speech 

of the Buddha. According to the first view, the speech 

the Buddha is the expression of conceptual content. Accord-

ing to the second vieiv the Buddha speaks even wi thout con

ceptualiza ti on qn accou..1'1 t of hi s previ ous impetus. 35 

The firslt view admi ts that there can be no omni-

science during tlhe conceptual state. But those who uphold 

this vieiv maintain that omniscience cannot be disproved in the 

non-conceptual sitate because in that state the conceptual 

content, which iiS the cause of speech, 1s absent. Though 

34-
P~jik~, 3358, p. 881. 

35 
Tattvasan~raha, Verse 3359, also pan.jika, 3359, 

p e 882. 
36 
ranj1k~, 3362, p. 882. 
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in the conceptual state the Buddha is not omniscient, yet his 

words should be regarded as spoken by an omniscient person. 

His non-omniscience is removed through the attai~~ent of 

the state of omnisciences. Once he has reached the state of 

omniscience, his words are accepted as reliable. He cannot 

be mistaken because he has a clear knowledge of real and 

super-imposed o~jects. He apprehends the objects of con

ceptual content as merely super-imposed (~arikalpita). His 

speech is the outcome of his direct apprehension of the 

real state of o~jects.37 

The secqnd school of Vijnanavada Buddhists holds the 

view that the wards proceed from the Buddha even without 

conceptual content. His teachings proceed under the force 

of the initial momentum originally imparted by his previous 

Piety.3
8 

In other words, the knm-lledge and piety that were 

already in him before his omniscience continue to impel him 

to speak, though: n01'T there is no further conceptualization 

gOing on in his mind. 
I 

Apart fnom these two Buddhist views, Santarak~ita 

himself has proVided a further vieli-; arguing that it is 

improper to say that the Buddha vIould not be able to impart 

37 
Tattvaslan.r;r8.ha, Verses 3363-3365. 

38 
CakrabhramaI,).ayogena Nirvikalpe'Pi Tayini; 
sambha:ravegasamarthyaddesana Sampravartta te. 

Ib~3:.,. Verse 33618 
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any teaching when he is absorbed in meditation after passing 

through the ten states (BhUmis). The Buddhists do not hold that 

the Buddha stands upon the tenth stage (BhUm~). In fact the 

ten levels mark' the development tm'lards the attainment of the 

Bodhisattva-stage and the state of perfect ehlightenment 

(Buddha tva) lies beyond that .• 39 After reaching this state 

the teaching of a person proceeds freely even from the walls 

without any appurtenance just as light radiates from Chin~ 
40 

tamani gems. Thus the Buddha is regarded as the author . 
of the scripture which is composed of his teachings. He 

is not an actual speaker but a "supervisor tl • Therefore, 

he should be takien as the final authori ty for Dharma. 

Hence his speech shou.ld be regarded as free from any con-

ceptual content. 

The secopd view does not seem convincing because 

speech is not possible without conceptual content. The view 
, - . 

of Santaraksita himself also does not seem to be reasonable 

either for it is impossible for common people to receive 

this mystic lang1llage through l'11"a11s and understand its real 

mean:lng in their O1im languages. 

39 _ ... 
pan,iikcr , 3592. 

40 
Tasmindhyanasamapanne Cintaratnavadasthite; 
Niscaralnti Yathalnlmam KutyadibhyorPi De§anah. 
Tabhirjli jnasi tanarthansarvan Jananti IvIanavah.; 
Hi tani ,Ca Yathabhavyam Ksipramasadayanti "Te·. 

Tattvasangrah~, Vierses 3241-321+2 •• 
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The first view, hO"l'Tever, sounds qui te convincing, 

that is, the teaching of the Buddha should be accepted as 

authoritative because he has previously reached the state 

of omniscience. The authority of the Vedas also is accepted 

by the orthodox Hindu philosophers only on the basis that 

the Vedic Rsis llave realized it in their Samadhi. The .... , 

Buddhists also believe in Jlvanamukti or Apratisthita-Nirvana. 

So it is possible for a person to continue his present life 

after the realization of the Absolute Reality. The teach-

ing of a person 'who has been liberated in his life time 

should be taken :as authority for Dharma. Therefore, the 

teachings of the Buddha should be accepted as authoritative 

if he has become omnisci.ent and has realized the ultimate 

truth in Samadh~. 



Chapter 6 

CONCLUSION 

~lhy have the Buddhists given logical arguments to 

establish human omniscience? Or what is the purpose of 

using reasoning in support of hur.J.an omniscience in 

general, or the bmniscience of the Buddha in particular? 

In fact, Santaraksita and Kamalasila wanted to prove that 

the know-led5e of.supersensuous truths like DharIT}~, Svareaa 

(heaven). A tman (soul), Punar jaum§!:, (rebi rth) and Noksa 

(iiberation) could be accepted as authoritative if they 

l'Tere taught by an omniscient religious teacher. The question 

about the omniscience of a particular religious teacher does 

not arise for th0se who have fai th in him and blindly fol101'T 

his teachi.ngs regarding Dharma. However it is essential 

to prove the omniscience of that particular religious teacher 

through logical arguments for those who do not have faith 

in him and questjjoll his religious authority. 

In establishing the authority of the teachings of the 

Buddha regarding Dharma and other supersensuous truths, it 

was necessary for these Buddhists to verify the existence 

of the omniscient person and the omniscience of the Buddha 

who taught these religious truths which are not perceived 

123 
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through normal human perception. 

Now is tlhere any possibili ty of human omniscience? 

It is possible according to the Buddhists because they 

accept the ascending grades of wisdom. It is remarkable 

that not only thle Buddhists but almost all the systems of 

Indian philosophy, except the MImamsa and Carvaka schools, 

believe that a man can reach the highest i'J'isdom through 
I 

the proper practice of a particular~. Therefore, the 

Buddhists are quite consistent in believing that any person 

can reach the state of omniscience through the practice of 

~. In other words, every individual has the potentiality 

to acquire this state. This state of omniscience is rooted 

in every individual just like the state of Buddhahood. In 

fact. omniscience is necessarily connected I'll th the Buddha-

hood. The Buddhists hold that when a person becomes en-

lightened (the Buddha), he becomes omniscient by the removal 
1- ~ _ 

of Klesavarana and Jne~avara~a. On the basis of this they 
• 

quite consistently maintain that omniscience is a positive 
1 

entity which is featureless. Every indiYidual can achieve 

the state of omniscience by a particular practice of ~. 

Furthermore, we must -consider the very crucial 

question of whether or not the Buddha has reached the state 

of omniscience. The Buddhists have very convincingly be-

1 
Tattvas§ngraha, Verse 3357. 
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lieved that the intellect has the capacity to reach perfec

tionc The intellect reaches its perfection in Samadhi and 

becomes one with 'the state of omniscience.. Professor T. R. 

v. Murti quite consistently observes: 

There is, however, no valid objection 
against the existence of an omniscient per
son. A f~ct cannot be denied because it is 
not cognifed by all and sundry. There is 
posi ti ve ,evidence ,of the ,omniscience of the 
Buddha; for, following the path taught by 
him one i$ freed of samsara. Most of the 
objections against the acceptance of omni
science are based on the assumption that it 
is the acquisition of a new faulty, or that 
it is a laborious nrocess of accretion of 
information. It is on the other hand a case 
of divesting'the mind of its accidental defects 
which have orept into it. In itself the 
intellect'is transparent and has natural 
affinl ty i'li th the real ~ * By the contempla-
ti on of the unreali ty of things (naira tmya- , 
bhavana) it is possible to void the intellect 

~ ! of all defects, klesas.. Owing to the removal 
of the obscuring factors omniscience shines 
out, as tlilere is nothing to obstruct its 
vision. Those that deny omniscience really 
deny the possibility of the intellect to be 
free from·defects. They must logically deny 
freedom !11ukti) too. 2 
* Footnote No. 7 in origincal souroe • 
prabhasvaram idam cittam tattvadarsana-satmakam; 
pra.krtya1va sthltam yasman ma.les tv agantavo matah. 
TS p: 895- (Author's note: TS p~ 895 refers to -
~~tvasa~gra~, Verse 3435. 

L 1-Both oaiitarak~1ta and Kamalas11a maintain that any 

person can reach the state of omniscience by a particular 

practice of yoga which 1s capable of destroying the hindrance 

of cognizable things, They are not holding a unique view 
..., 

2 
T. R. V. '!<Iurtl, The Central PhilosC?E.hy of Buddhism. 

(George Allen and IUnwln, 1960). pp. 281-282. 
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because this possibility of human omniscience is accepted 

by almost all schools of Indian philosophy except the 

Caravaka and Hlrhamsa. In accepting the possibility of 

human omniscienee they hold that the intellect (Buddhl) 

has the capaci ty to transceno. its own limitation and to 

become identified with the Absolute Reality. This 

intuitive realiZation of the Absolute Reality is the state 

of omniscience. On the basis of this they are quite con-

sistent in estaolishing the Buddha who claims to realize 

the ultimate reality, as an omniscient religious teacher. 

The claim by the respective followers of Vardhamana, 

the Jaina teacher, Kapila, the Sankhya teacher, and Ka!ladi, 
- I the Nyaya-Vaise~lika teacher, that they are omniscient peT-

sons makes it doubtful as to who is the real omniscient 

religious teache~. It is very difficult to determine among 

all these teache~s who is omniscient only an the basis 

of their teachings of Dharma, because their teachings ra-

dically differ from each other. If all these teachers are 

omniscient, then it logically follows that there should not 

be any difference of opinion in their teachings of ~arma 
3 

and the nature of the universe. HO,(Tever, there is dis-

agreement between their teachings regarding supersensuous 

truths. Therefc:±-e, it is very difficult to believe who is 

3 
Panjika 9 3148, p. 822. 



really an omniseient teacher. 

On the 'IDasis of his teachings which are claimed 

by them to be the only perfect teachings, because they 

are not refuted by any valid means of cognition, 
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,_ • 1-
Santarak~ita and Kamalasila have tried to prove by logical 

arguments that the Buddha was the only omniscient religious 

teacherc other schools of Indian thought, however, also 

have given equally convincing arguments in support of the 

omniscience of tlheir respective teachers. For instance the 

Jainas have arg~ed to prove that Vardharmana was the only 

omniscient teacl1!er on the basis of his teachings which 

they claim, JUSti like the Buddhists, to be the only per

fect teachings. Thj:s type' df"eJ'Atm. by various schools of 

Indian thought c~eates doubt as who is the real omniscient 

religious teacher. 
,_., 1_ 
Santaraksita and Kamalasila,unlike the Buddha,do . 

not accept the Vedic Rsis as omniscient. They have dra~m 

this distinction between them on the basis of their teach-

ings. They hold' that only the Buddha and not the Vedic Rsis 

should be accepted as authority for Dharma because he is 

omniscient. They maintain that the o~~iscient Buddha has 

expounded his teachings regarding Dharma after realizing 

the Ultimate Reali ty. Therefore, his "'Tords regarding super-

sensuous truths are authorities. 

In fact these Buddhist authors have failed to realize 

that the teachings of the Vedic Rsls are also based on 
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intuitive realizatione The Vedic Rsis have also realized 

the Absolute Tru~h in Samadhi and call it the Vedas or 
I 

Srutis. 

The ~di~ Rsis also claim that prosperity and 
, .. 

highest good are achieved through their teachings of 

Dharma. They also accept that freedom (IvIuktl) is the final 

aim of human lifes The freedom is achieved by the kno't'Tledge 

of Ultimate Truth (Brahman or AtmaQ). When the soul (~tman) 

1s associated wi th ignorance (AvidyaJ then it is called 

ego (~Iva), because it is associated wt th the "I-notiontl 

{~nkara)o When the ignorance of the JI~ is destroyed 

through knowledge (Jnana), his "I-notionU vanishes and he 

realizes his true nature, that is, the !tman. This is the 

state of liberat+on. It can be said from the side of 

the Vedic Rsis that liberation is possible only when the 

existence of Atman is admitted. OtheTI~ise, who will be 

liberated? 

Thus it is not consistent to hold as the Bu.ddhists 

do, that liberation or highest good is possible only in the 

teachings of the Buddha and not in the teachings of the 

Vedic Rsis. The X~dic Rs~ are also claimed like the Buddha 

to be omniscient beca~se of the realization of the Absolute 

Truth. The omniscience of a person can be judged only 

by one who has become enlightened. At the same time, the 

teachings of the Buddha regarding Dharma cannot be dlsp~oved 
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by common people, because he has been claimed to be omniscient 

on account of hi!s enlightenment by the Buddhists. 

On the basis of Buddha's teachings of "soullessnesstt 

which he has explounded after having realized the true nature 
, 

of the universe through his enlightenment. Sa.ntarak~ita 
l-

and Kamalasila alm to prove that only the Buddha is omni-

scient teacher. He is not prepared to accept even the 
I 

immortal Hindu gOds, Brahma, Vi?~u and Siva, as omniscient. 

The HindUs hold these gods to be o~~iscient on the 

'- » basis of their being embodiment of the Vedas. Santaraksita , 
l-

and Kamalasila have tried to prove that there is no connection 

between the Vedas and these gods, because they both are 

eternal~ They g~ve reasoning that two eternal things can-

not be related to each other, because there is no activity 

in them. Perhaps, they have misunderstood the meaning of 

the 1'10rd "eternal" (Ni tya) • In fact, "eterni ty" ~Then ascribed 

to the gods and the Vedas, means that they both are beginning-

less, beyond the realm of time, beyond history. In other 

words, they are real p that iS t they are existent before the 

world process. lIm'rever, there is no reason ~'Thy they both 

cannot be relate~ to each other. Eternity does not 

necessarily imply negation of relations. There is no third 

principle to check the rela ti on betl'ITeen the eternal gods 

and the eternal Vedas. On the basis of being the embodi-

ment of the Ved~$, the gods may be called omniscient. 
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In Mahayana Buddhism also, the Buddha (Dharmakaya 

of the Buddha) 1s conceived as beyond the time process and 

the essence of the universe,4 and at the same time he is 

considered to be omniscient. In the case of the Buddha 

also, both his existence and his omniscience are eternal 

and are related to each other. The same is true in the 

case of the gods and the Vedas also. Though both the gods 

and the Vedas are accepted as eternal, yet these gods may 

be considered aSI omniscient. The Vedas means intui ti ve 

knowledge and these gods may possess the intui ti ve knol'I-

ledge in Samadhi. If the mortal being like the Buddha 

claims to have intuitive knowledge, why cannot those 

immortal gods al~so have intu! ti ve knowledge l'lhen they 
I 

have more capacity than human beings. Santaraksita also 

has indirectly accepted this fact, because he wants to 

prove the immortality of the Buddha. On account of his 

enllghte~~ent the Buddha reaches the state of immortality. 

Thus the mortal Euddha becomes omniscient and eternal 

according to the, Buddhists. If it is accepted,as the 

Buddhists do, that the Dharmakaya (cosmical body) or 

Sambho~akaya (the body of bliss) are immortal, then there 

is fundamentally no difference between the gods and these 

£(ayas (bodies) of the Buddha on the question of omniscience, 

4 
T. R. V. Murti, £P. cit., p. 284. 



because they are immortal. 

Now the important question is whether the 

Nirmanakaya (as$umed body) which is mortal, is also 
~ 

omniscient or n0t. In fact the Buddhists claim it to be 

omniscient f bec~use they have accepted the possibility 

of human omniscience and on 'that basis have claimed the 
I 

Buddha (flGautama the Buddha) to be omnis~ient. santara-

ksita has established the o~~iscience of the Buddha by . ' 

holding that he 'is the only religious teacher to believe 

in the non-existence of a permanent soul. The mere fact 

that he has taught the doctrine of "soullessness tl cannot 
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prove that he is superior to these gods who believe in the 

"'existenceof a.~~:'i~ci;il~ent "soul. TIe' CB.lUl0tdi'sprove the 

omniscience of the gods for the simple reason that they 

believe in the e~istence of a permanent soul. There is 

full possibility for them to become omniscient, because 

the consciousnes~ is the very nature of the soul. At the 

same time one cannot deny the omniscience of the Buddha 

if the concept of human omniscience is accepted. 

The Budd~ists have accepted the omniscience an~ 

immortali ty of the Buddha. Nm-r the qeustion may arise 

whether the mortal Buddha (Gautama the Buddha) is omni

scient or the immortal Buddha" If only the immortal Buddha 

is omniscient, tfuen there is no room for human omniscience. 

This l'Jould go against the Buddhist view. Again in that 
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case the immorta!l Buddha falls in the same category of 

gods. However. the present Buddhist doctrine of Dharma. is 

based on the teaehings of the mortal Buddha. Now, is it 

possible to establish his omniscience merely on the basis 

of his teachings!? 

In fact no one can be proved to be omniscient on 

the basis of his teachings alone, because all the teach-

ings can and have been criticized by reason. No religious 

or philosophical' doctrine has been universally accepted 

as perfect. The validity of a particular religious 

teaching cannot be established by reason. Therefore, a 

person cannot be proved to be omniscient on the basis of 

his tJachings~ !In fact reason i'tself is not perfect be

cause its function is limited in scope. 5 

Thus it is natural that the arguments based on 

i'eason are also not perfect. In order to reach perfection, 

reason must tran~cend its ovm inherent limi tation through 

the realization of the absolute reality embodied in an 

intuitive realization. Since the state of omniscience is 

only an intuitive state, its true nature cannot be realized 

in ordinary experience. It is a non-conceptual state and 

5 
I 1 __ # I _I :I' 

Na Pratlsthitatvam Tarkanam Sakyamasrayitum • ~ I _ .. 

Puru~amativairupvat. Sarir~~a Bhasya, 2t I, 11. 
. N~s::~to'~TiyatofVyapi samvftah Khedavanapi; 

Balasrayo Matastarkastasya'to Visayonatat. 
Hahaxanasiitralanl(ara 7 1, 12. • 
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one can.11.ot speak so long as this state prevails. Hi th the 

very effort to a:rticulation, the-state of omniscience 

vanishes. Therelfore, the mere teaching of a religious 

teacher is neither the sole nor the ultimate criterion by 

which to judge h;is omniscience. His omniscience should be 

judged on the baisi s of in tui ti ve experi ence • 

Thus the! omni science of the Buddha cannot be proved 

or di sproved mer!ely on the basi s of hi s teachings. In order 

to prove his omniscience, one must become omniscient by 

himself. Also, the omniscience of the Buddha cannot be 

denied by reasoning. If the possibility of human omniscience 

is accepted, the~e is no reason why the Buddha cannot reach 

the state of omniscience by using the method of Y9_~. In 

other words, one' cannot deny the omniscience of the Buddha 

by means of empirical proof. 

'- ~ Sanataraksita and Kamalasila quite consistently .. 
hold that the inherent limitations of manls power can be 

transcended by the practice of yoga. Furthermore, through 

the concentration of the mind and the proper practice of 

~oga, a man can reach the highest degree of perfection in 

his physical as well as in his mental capacity. He acquires 

the capaci ty called "mind-force" (£'ianojav.~) by using a 

particular methoGl of yoga. Due to r,lanojava. the Buddha 
6 became as swift as the mind in its movement. In the same 

way by a particular practice of yoga, the Buddha transcended 
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the limitations of perceiving objects after reaching this 

highest stage of perfection, that is, omniscience. By that 

capacity, he could perceive all objects clearly by a single 

COgnitione 7 Thu~, it is evident that the Buddha reached 

the state of omniscience$ 

Difficulties may be felt in realizing the true 

nature of the universe and becoming omniscient in a realistic 

- -" -system 01' thought, such as that of rIimamsa school. It should 

be·noted that this school believes that the whole universe 

1s created from ir~umerable permanent atoms. Therefore, 

it is very difficult in this system for any human being to 

knO't'l all the minute detai Is of the universe. It is no 

wonder that this system of thought holds that no human 

being can reach the state of omnisciencee 

As far as the Absolutistic schools of thought are 

concerned, that is, the Vedanta and !1ahayana Buddhism, it 

is quite possible to realize the true nature of the universe 

and become omniscient by realizing the absolute reality 

through the means of yoga. Here the 'substratum of the whole 

world is considered to be the absolute reality and the 

world is created due to ignorance (Avidya). Therefore, 

6S1ddhirmanojavasaftjna Tathaca sruyate Barama; 
Yatha Cintitamatre~a Yati Duramapi Prabhuh. 

Tattvasangraha, Verse 3426, cf. Eanjika, 3426, p. 893. 

7 ~k j ....... - . k - t ih I .""'" • l:!i a nan8._ §atJ-avyap an I se--SaJneyamandalah; 
Surasura~lroratnabhutah Siddho'Tra Sarvavit •. 

Tattvasallgraha, 11erse 3449. 
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the Buddhists co:nsistently maintain that it is possible to 

know the "true ~aturell, of the 'World, i.e., unreality by 

realizing the trUth, the absolute in Samadhi. 

The omni!science of the Buddha cannot be disproved 

by the objections of the MImamsakas that no one can lmow 

in detail all thle a toms contained in hi s own body, let 

alone the knowleidge of all the li ttle details that make up 

8 the en tire u...'I1i velrse. The MilTIamsal~as have taken an example 

from the realm df the physical and used it as an analogy 

regarding the spiritual rea~. ·A man can know thattwo 

items plus t"t;-ro i:tems 1'Till always equal four items 1'ii thout 

having experiencled every occasi on when t"i'TO plus tvTO equals 

fonr. 

The main aim of these Indian religious and philo-

sophical systemsl was not to prove the existence of a 

being 1'Tho could 'knovI the minute details of the universe. 

This kind of knqi'lledge has no value for humani ty and serves 

no religious pu~pose. The purpose of religion and philo

sophy is to prmf1Cl.e that knowledge which can release men 

from sufferings land lead to the ultimate goal or the highest 

good of life, thiat is, liberation. The omniscience of a 

person or being lis proved from this perspective. It is not 

important that hie should know· all the Obj.8CtS. Rather, the 

8 
Tattvaslangrah§:,, Verse 3137. 
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importance of his omniscience is, that he can perceive the 

supersensuous reali tieslilce dha-rma, heaven and liberation 

and can reveal ~hem to humanity. Taking omniscience as the 

necessary condition for perceiving supersensuous truths 

which cannot bekno\~ by the normal perception, the Mlmam

sakas prove the ,omniscience of the Vedas, the Naiyayikas 

prove the omnisdience of God, and the Buddhists prove the 

omniscience of ~he Buddha. 

Because 'of his claim to the realization of the 

truth of the ~~i~erse and his accuracy in evaluating man's 

situation, the BlUddhists rightly believe that the teachings 

of the Buddha arie valid for the path to man's liberation 

(~irvana) • 
,. 

An ihdtcationof this is the general acceptance 
t. '.{ ~(""";'::'''''''' .,¥lI>'. 

9f the concept or omniscience in Indian thought. Omniscience 

was attributed tp every religious teacher or authority in 

order to maintain that his religious teachings would not 

mislead, but rather would lead to prosperity in this present 

life and to the highest good in the life hereafter. 

If one accepts the tradition that the Buddha broke 

ordinary human physical and mental limitations by the prac

tice of ~ and'became omniscient (other systems of Indian 

though also acknowledge such a possibility), then the 

M1mamsakas argument is refuted. And if the criteria for 

his knm'1ing the IDharma are his unique teachings which meet 

the needs of men. and the fact that no' one knew them before 
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I 

the Buddha, the Buddhist argument, represented by San tara-
I 1-

ksita and Kama1asila, holds. It is true that these latter . . , 

claims are not obvious truths to all men, however, they 

are to those whp have become omniscient due to their en

lightenment. In other words t the Buddhists' propositions 

are based on their experience of the reality or the 

realization of the absolute truthc 
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